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  Editor’s Note 

 We think you might be very angry at us. You 

could possibly exhausted by the stochastic statements 

made by us, which, turned out to be false. Once again, we 

delayed this edition for four months and we have to take 

the complete blame for that. We must agree that we are 

very insincere towards this. There is no other alternative 

for us. Unfortunately, like the previous semesters, the first 

semester of E2 started slowly, lacked momentum in the 

middle and got accelerated at the end. It is accelerated 

with such a velocity that we almost got jerked. With addi-

tional and breadth courses running even in the evenings, 

we couldn't spend time on this. Don't think on the other 

side, we are not saying that we don‟t have any time, we 

are saying that we couldn‟t mould it properly. 

 Now, we framed the new Executive Panel with 

the interested and enthusiastic students from E2, E1 and 

PUC-2 batches. Hence, exams have no role to play. We 

expected more than 50 but, only 25 turned up. Things were 

not going to be easy but we are working on them. The new 

members were very exuberant and eager to prove what 

they are. We circumvented how to dispense the work 

among ourselves. In short, we can say that "The Student" 

took its rebirth.  

 Coming to this edition, we included the activities 

going on in our campus for the past 4 months. We got 

encountered with some new clubs viz. Student Seminar 

Series (SSS), Child Labour Education Programme and a 

project on Waste Material Management. We also included 

articles on the recent IITB's Tech-Fest, the reasons behind 

the internet blackout in our campus, an article regarding 

the analysis on different courses, new science updates, silly 

points, and few campus and miscellaneous articles from 

students. Don‟t forget to explore the Arts and Leisure 

pages. We have taken all the possible measures to make 

this edition more informative and interesting. We hope 

that this zeal continues for the coming editions and you 

would benefit a lot. 
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Instructions Before Starting 

 We made this magazine using Windows XP. As a 

result, all the fonts we used may not be compatible with Ub-

untu. Hence we are providing you the fonts which we used in 

this magazine. You need to install them in Ubuntu by creating a 

folder named “.fonts”  in home folder and paste the fonts which 

we provided. So that you can view the magazine effectively. 

Also make sure that you open it with Adobe Reader, not Docu-

ment Viewer. 

 Send in your articles, reports, essays, photographs, 

poetry, cartoons, short stories, humorous content, paintings or 

anything else that you would like to be portrayed in this maga-

zine to thestudentemagazine@gmail.com or send them through 

any of the team member. Mail to the same address if you want 

to join us.  

 We would like to know more about what our readers 

think and expect from us. Please feel free to chip in with your 

queries, complaints, compliments, suggestions or any other 

feedback. We could do nothing without your support. Write to 

us at feedback.thestudent@gmail.com. Healthy criticism is 

highly appreciated. 
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The sun rises and sets; hastens to the place where it arose. The wind 

blows towards the south and turns around to the north; whirls about continually and 

comes back on its circuits. 

 All the rivers run in to the sea, yet  the sea is not full; to the place from where the 

rivers come, there they return again. 

 Which is done is what will be done, and there is nothing new; still we call it a 

“NEW” year. 

 Willingness to have a change, braveness to face that change, discreetness to make a 

decision, a fire to reach the destination and enlighten oneself with encouragement makes 

our life “NEW” 

 Life is not just finding yourself; the real life lies in helping the needy , filling joy in 

others with your joy and hiding the sorrow when you go through tribulation. No matter 

how worst the situations around you are, always try to have joy from the deep down of 

your heart. Let your experience rise up to meet your expectation. 

 This makes your New Year “HAPPY”  

 MAY YOUR CONFIDENCE SMILE UPON ALL YOUR DREAMS. 

 

“ The Student” wishes u a happy and blessed New Year......  



Campus Cleaning Activity has been  

Organized 

Raja Harish Kumar. M 

 With the growing dissatisfaction regarding the enor-

mous growth of garbage around the campus, students from the 

E1 and E2 organized the Campus Cleaning Activity on 11th 

November, 2011. The main objective of this mission is to clean 

the alarmingly growing plastic all around the campus, collect all 

the degradable material and use them for other recycling purpos-

es, to make the students aware of the demerits with the usage 

plastics. This complete activity was organized by the faculty 

members and the students from the NSS programme. They di-

vided the students of two batches into different sections, based 

on their classrooms. The whole campus got divided into differ-

ent regions. Each region has assigned some particular classes on 

the eve of the activity.  

 On the day of the activity, all the students were assem-

bled in front of the Old Academic Block. They were supplied 

with gloves, sacs, dustbins and the other necessary accessories. 

Immediately after that, they started the cleaning activity. They 

explored each and every corner of the campus, not caring wheth-

er it belong to aca-

demic or accommo-

dation section, play-

ground or the con-

struction area. There 

is no discrimination 

on male or female, 

senior or junior. Eve-

ry body participated 

enthusiastically and 

shared the work load. 

Seeing that the students working, even the house- keeping sec-

tion joined their hands with the students. As a part of this, the 

CRs of every class closed their class-rooms for active participa-

tion.  

 After the overall cleaning, even the students surprised 

to see the mess they make. As expected, huge proportion of the 

garbage consisted mostly of the plastics and the used books of 

the students. Plastic pens (use and throw) occupied the major 

proportion, second goes to the plastic from the construction de-

partment and the third goes to the contents from the canteen. All 

the unused books were collected from all the classes and the 

hostel rooms. Looking at this, even the students got astonished 

because we don't know that each and everybody among us com-

pete with others to contrib-

ute as much mess as we 

can. Even the tractor driv-

er got tired for carrying 

this for numerous trips to 

clean the collected waste. 

(Images: Venkata Krishna, 014, ME, E2) 

SSS has Conducted 5 Seminars Successfully 

Ravi Kumar. A 

 Student Seminar Series (SSS) is a seminar series started 

by the students of IIIT Basar to give an opportunity for the stu-

dents to present themselves on their interested 

topic related to recent research advancements in 

multi-science, engineering and technological as-

pects and to make the students aware of various 

topics. SSS will conduct seminars, which are giv-

en by the students once in a week. In addition to 

the students‘ seminars, it also conducts faculty/guest seminars 

once in two/three weeks. Sometimes, guest lectures will be given 

by eminent scientists, professors, etc. from outside the institute as 

well. 

 Initially governing body of SSS consisted of one faculty 

as convener and six students as members. Now, it has expanded 

its governing body to 14 members to include students from all 

branches. Mr. Chakravarthi Jada, Faculty in Department of Elec-

trical Engineering, is acting as faculty convener for SSS. The 

Governing Body includes: G. Raghava Reddy (ECE), T. Sathish 

(Civil), Sathish (CSE), M. Sai Krishna (ECE), Naga Lakshmi

(CSE), Amarender (ECE), V.Anand(ECE) Yaswanth (Civil), 

Tirupathi (Mech.), Sravan(Mech.), Uday(Chemical), Atiya Badar

(Chemical), Balarama Krishna(MME), Yadagiri(MME). 

 SSS has conducted its first seminar on 20th November, 

2011 on ―Photoelectric Effect‖ by Naveen Kumar. A. From then, 

SSS has conducted four seminars successfully. Second seminar in 

the series is held on ―Electronic Communication Systems‖ by 

R.Chakradhar on 28th November 2011. Next seminar is held on  

SCR-Applications on 10th December 2011 by Balaram Naik Va-

dithe. Fourth seminar is a Guest Lecture  on  ―Nanomaterials: 

Fabrication of Carbon Nanotubes‖ by Dr.K.Pavani, faculty in 

Metallurgical and Materials Engineering (MME) Department.  

The fifth is given by T. Sathish and Mr. Ranadheer Sagi (Faculty 

from Civil Department), on ―Behavior of Model Rafts with Set-

tlement Reducing Piles‖. Now SSS is ready to conduct its sixth 

seminar in this weekend. 

 Any students from PUC-1, PUC-2, E1 and E2 can par-

ticipate as single or else as a group. Firstly the student or a team 

has to do the registration by sending a mail with all their details 

and title of the seminar topic to sssrguktb@gmail.com or can 

meet any of the series conveners directly in person. After regis-

tration, series conveners will decide their tentative date of presen-

tation and seminar chair and intimate the same to the speaker two

-weeks prior to the date of presentation. Before one-week to the 

presentation, the speaker has to submit abstract of his/her topic to 

any of series conveners directly or through mail. Before four-

days of presentation day the speaker has to submit the well pre-

pared PPT already checked by guest faculty. 
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Fight Like a Tiger… 

“Fight like a tiger to develop, to grow and to excel in the sphere of duty that you do.” 

“Duty and Discipline are two important things that one has to be remember through out the journey. Duty 

speaks that what you think to do. Discipline basically speaks doing the right thing at the right time and at the 

right place. Today India is one of the biggest democratic country which had many revolutions like white revolu-

tion, green revolution, space revolution, IT revolution and many revolutions yet to be achieved. Each one of us 

are important in taking part in Government.” 

 The 63rd Republic Day celebrations in our campus started by garlanding cermony by the dignitarious. 

All the students from all batches, academic and non- academic staff, security staff assembled in front of the Old 

Academic Block. It is such a beautiful moment to see every student in complete uniform (as we don't see it regu-

larly!!!). 

 The ceremony commenced with arrival of our Hon. Director, Rajendra Sahu Sir; Hon.OSD, Narayana Sir and Hon.CEO, 

Mr. Vazubuddin. They garlanded the fathers of constitution and offered the common rituals. Our Director Sir hosted the national 

flag and everybody paid their respects to it by singing the national anthem in unison. Then after, our director delivered his valuable 

message to the students regarding our responsibilities towards our motherland being its citizens. The speech of Sandeep of  PUC1 is 

appreciative and speech of Mr. Srinivas Rajaram Sir is thought provoking and his song attracted many. The parade show by NCC ' 

A' Grade Cadets brought the real scenario of Red Fort Republic day celebrations to our campus. 

 Our campus music choir opened their melodious voice to praise our great mother land and amidst us through their  songs. 

The children from the Child Education team have become a special attraction to the programme. The got dressed up in eye catching 

attires to celebrate (probably their first) Republic Day celebrations. The most spectacular thing that has drawn everyone's attention is 

Rangoli. It has become an eye feast for the viewers and also a busy photospot/photoshoot later. 

 Dignitaries, Mr. Rajeshwar – Executive Engineer, Mr. Vazubudin – Security Officer, Mr. Shyam Babu – Physical Director, 

Teaching staff and Non Teaching staff and students have participated enthusiastically and made the programme a success. The 

whole programme is hosted by Mr. S.B. Lokesh sir. 

(Sweets were distributed to the students in their respective classes. Then, as a common day, as if we don't know that it is a National 

Holiday, we were back in our studies and routine life, same as a working day.) 

 

Our Hon. Director, 

Dr. Rajendra Sahu, 

addressing on the 

Republic Day 

Rangoli made in front of the flag pole Students from Vocal Department singing a patriotic song  

Students from the NCC performing the parade 
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—  Vamshi Krish. G, Surya Teja Reddy. N 
(from left) Mr. Shyam Baby, Hon. Director, Mr.  Vazubudin and other Mentors, 

HRTs and Faculty salute the national flag 



Moulik Reddy. P 

 IIIT students are not only technically skilled but also doing 

great job in extra academic activities. NCC is one such example that 

brings out the hidden talents of them. 

 National Cadet Corps (NCC) is a Tri - Services Organization, 

comprising the (1) Army, (2) Navy and (3) Air Force, engaged in 

moulding the youth of the country into disciplined and patriotic citi-

zens. The Indian Parliament passed the National Cadet Corps Act in 

1948, thus creating the NCC. The formation of the NCC under the 

National Cadet Corps Act, 1948 was a major milestone for the devel-

opment of the student community. 

NCC Motto : 

 The motto of the NCC is ―Unity and Disci-

pline.” It has become instrumental in moulding the 

character and imparting in our students a dynamic 

outlook during their school and college education.  

Aims : 

  To develop qualities of Character, Courage, Comradeship, Disci-

pline, Leadership, Secular outlook, Spirit of Adventure and 

Sportsmanship and the Ideals of Selfless Service among the youth 

to make them useful citizens. 

 To create a human resource of organised, trained and activated 

youth, to provide leadership in all walks of life including the 

Armed Forces and always available for the service of the nation.  

 The Head Quarters of the NCC is in New Delhi and is com-

manded by a Director-in-General of the rank of Lieutenant General. 

The NCC is administered directly by the Ministry of Defence. 

Cardinal Principles :  

 Obey with a smile  

 Be punctual  

 Work hard and without fuss  

 Make no excuses and tell no lies.  

On Campus : 

   In our cam-

pus, as a part of Extra 

Academic Activities 

(EAA), the students of 

E1 have NCC program. 

This NCC group comes 

under 32 (A) Bn, Adila-

bad. Though NCC direc-

torate did not allot the vacancies to admit the stu-

dents in NCC, many students are showing great interest and waiting for 

vacancies from the directorate. Out of 2000 students in our campus, 

nearly 800 students are interested in NCC and on every Wednesday the 

NCC program is conducted, headed by the instructors. Nearly 60 stu-

dents have completed their NCC−'A' Certificate course at their SSC 

level. Now they are playing a key role to educate the remaining stu-

dents in various activities in the ground. Recently on 26th January, 2012 

i.e., 63rd Republic Day all these 'A' certificate holders performed a 

wonderful parade to honour the flag with salute. 

Lets all hope and encourage the cadets to serve our motherland. 

NCC Instructors : 

G. Vinod Kumar  M.Sc, B.Ed., (Ph.D.,) 

 − Mentor in Biology ( NCC−C certificate − Army Wing) 

Ch . Ravi  M.Sc, B.Ed., (Ph.D.,) 

 − Mentor in Biology ( NCC−C certificate − Air Wing) 

Chandra Sekhar Goud  MBA 

 − HRT ( NCC−C certificate − Army Wing) 

Sai Krishna. M 

 Themes of VC's meeting with E2 students: 

 In the month of December, our VC, Prof. Raja Kumar 

visited our campus and had a meeting with E-2 students. Here 

are the themes of the meeting.  

 VC congratulated the students of RGUKT-B for the 

high pass percentage from E1 among the 3 institutes. He said 

that the average CGPA of students is around 8 even though the 

standard of question papers is high. He even appreciated the 

Director and faculty members for running 11 additional courses 

in E2 Sem1, stating that the number is around 5 in other 2 insti-

tutes viz. Idipulapaya and Nuziveedu. 

 He said that the University has started selection pro-

cess for the third time to recruit the new faculty. This  selection 

process undergoes in the months of January and February in the 

premier institutes of our country like IITs and IIScs. 

 He overstated that mess survey should be given appro-

priately by the students without any negligence so that proper 

action can be taken on the mess management by the University. 

If the overall survey average is below a certain grade, there will 

be around 5% deduction in their fee every day. 

 He said that the placement cells will be constructed by 

the end of third year and they will be working  actively from the 

starting of fourth year. 

He even warned the students that there should be no more dis-

turbances in the university as they would effect the university's  

name which will indirectly effect the students' future. 

 Further more, he suggested the students that the pro-

cess of learning in labs should be in an intelligent way where 

the student is expected to grasp the main idea. Adding to it, he 

quoted an example of Simple Pendulum, saying that many of 

the students perform this experiment blindly by calculating the 

values of damping factor etc., leaving behind the main idea that 

the simple pendulum  is a simple equipment by which the value 

of g (acceleration due to gravity) can be calculated.   
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NCC– Milestone for the development of ―Unity & Discipline‖ 

“There Should be No More Disturbances in the University” 

Image: Moulik Reddy. P 



Chandrakanth. U  

 National Service Scheme, abbreviated as N.S.S. is one of 

the three student empowerments during post-

independent times. The other two being N.C.C and 

N.S.O. N.S.S was envisioned to involve young and 

dynamic students of the country in the nation's very 

own Development, Strengthening and Integration. Em-

barked on with 37 universities across India in September 24, 1969 

(which is also recognized as the NSS Day), NSS is now carried on by 

almost every university in India under the Ministry of Youth affairs (it 

is happy to say that our university is one among them.).  

 National Service Scheme was launched with high aims and 

ideas, with an ultimate goal of “Personality Development Through 

Social Service”. Unfortunately, many of the students in our campus 

misunderstood the NSS programme as ―cleaning and reaping the 

grass‖ (pity on their ignorant obsession!). Of course, it is one of the 

many duties performed by the NSS volunteers. In short, any activity 

which is for the welfare of the community/society does become the 

duty of NSS volunteer. Afforestation or plantation, organizing the 

health and blood donation camps, providing awareness to the people on 

different aspects, organizing literacy programmes, adoption of villages, 

disaster and famine management etc. come 

under its broad spectrum of activities. The 

slogan of NSS— ―NOT ME, BUT YOU‖   

makes clear the ideals of NSS volunteers. 

Truly speaking, NSS volunteer takes more 

care on his surroundings and it's people rather 

than himself. Here, we have to remember the 

words of the great Abraham Lincoln, 

―Service to the Mankind is Service to the 

God‖. 

 The programme of NSS in our 

campus under EAA is worth mentioning. But to be sad, in our campus 

NSS took an year to start and come to what it is now. For the current 

E1, it started in Sem-2 by the efforts of a few students and faculty 

members. In our campus, NSS is permitted to 500 volunteers. To be 

flamboyant, there is total enrollment, but to be frank, participation is at 

most 50% (don't wonder why?). To most of the students, NSS is just an 

EAA. But it is much more than that. 

 In our campus, NSS is in its early steps. Yet it has done ap-

preciable service. It has planted nearly 50 plants beside the Girls Hostel 

and the New Hospital and has been taking care of them. It took part in 

the removal of weeds along roadside and picking up unwanted stones 

near academic blocks. All these are being done with 5 spades and 8 

utensils provided by the institute (ponder on it!!).  

 NSS volunteers have also played an important role in making 

the 'Campus Cleaning 

Activity' a great success, 

organized on 11/12/11, 

with all the interested 

students from all batches. 

(Nearly 250 volunteers 

participated). Most recent-

ly, they conducted Essay 

writing competition on the 

eve of voters day 

(interestingly, 45 out of 

6000 students participated, appreciable isn't it?) and organized oath 

taking programme on the ―National Voters Day‖ i.e. on January 25th . 

Most importantly, they organized a rally to create awareness of im-

portance of ―Vote and Voter‖ among the citizens of our nearest locali-

ty, Basara. They distributed voter enrollment forms to the unregistered 

citizens (the programme was a success). Our Hon. Director, OSD were 

also part of these events. Let us hope that more programmes will be 

taken up, camps will be held to serve better. They may also be invited 

to take part in National Youth Festival and RD Parade (who knows 

who would participate?!). 

 Sincere thanks to Shyam Babu Sir (Physical Director, NSS 

Co-ordinator?), Harikrishna Sir (PDS Faculty), Vijay Bhanu Ma'am, 

Ramadevi Ma'am (Telugu Lecturers), who were the in-charges for NSS 

Boys and Girls wings. Since National Service Scheme is completely a 

students involved programme, the scheme will be successful if active 

enrollment and enthusiastic participation from students backs it (is it 

possible!?). Let us hope for the best!. 

(For your kind information please visit ''www.nss.nic.in'' to fetch 

more.) 

Polling process of Banswada by-polls web casted 

with the help of IIIT-B students. 

 363, 2nd year Engineering students from RGUKT, Basar, 

helped the election commission with live Web casting process, to moni-

tor the By polls process started in Bansuwada constituency and polling 

was telecasted live in Election commission website. Two students 

worked from each polling station and they carried their laptops with web 

cam facility and the election commission provided them with WILL 

phones for communication.  

 This Web casting facility ensured transparency in 186 polling 

stations in polling process, and 21 mentors were appointed as technical 

experts to monitor closely and avoid any technical hitches. District Col-

lector & Election officer, Sri. D. Varaprasad, I A S and Returning Of-

ficer Sri. Sri Ram Reddy headed the whole process .  
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NSS - “The Wing of Service” 

„Quizzes Club‟ is Back Again! 

 A long time after the first quiz on 26th June, 2011, The quiz-

zes club is back again. To extract the general skills of students, to create 

a competitive atmosphere in the campus and to make students aware of 

all general aspects.... The club formed by Naveen and Balaram with 

faculty convener Prashanth Bar Singh sir. 

 Quizzes club in its 2nd attempt has elaborated its scope and 

extended it to E1 students also. Now, on 2 different occasions E1 and 

E2 students are going to face the quiz competition. On Feb 12, 2012 is 

for E2 and on Feb 19, 2012 is for E1. The questions are related to Gen-

eral Knowledge, Current Affairs, Sports, Film Mania, Science & Tech, 

Telugu Literature, Rapid Action and Photo puzzle round. Naveen and 

Balaram saying sorry for this gap and hoping to conduct the quiz once 

per a month. 

Images: Chandrakanth. U 
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49TH NATIONAL METALLURGISTS‟ DAY 

Amulya Deepthi. K 

 It is celebrated every year on 14th November, coinciding with 

the birthday of our first Prime Minister of India, Late Pandit Jawaharlal 

Nehru, a great visionary and national leader. 

 On this occasion, a cultural event was held in our campus 

wherein our hon. Director Sir was invited as the chief guest. A speech 

was delivered by the Director followed by the faculty members of 

MME department empha-

sising the significance of 

MME which was very in-

formative and innovative. 

 Later, a skit was 

played by the students con-

veying that Unity among all 

the departments brings in-

novative creation. The met-

allurgists celebrated the 

event with singing and dancing. Finally the event 

was ended with vote of thanks given by the coordinator of MME De-

partment, Mr. Ashok. All of the students had great fun on that day, 

almost as a festival. 

The Game of Racquet and Ball 

T. Karthik Reddy 

 ―Table Tennis‖, the game which has international fame, has 

taken its root in our campus. As per student‘s request, two tables were 

set up in the New Academic Building– II. Our Director Sir inaugurated 

the TT Tables by playing his first shot and OSD, Mr. SB 

Lokesh (Faculty in-charge for sports) and Shyam Ba-

bu (Physical Director) participated in the ceremony. 

TT is going to be a It is very unfortunate that the 

number of tables is just two.  Let‘s hope for more 

in the future. At present, lot of students are show-

ing interest to participate in TT and we hope that this zeal spreads to 

other indoor & outdoor sports & games and the equal encouragement 

from the side of administration continues.  
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 సాధారణ  కుట ుంబాలలో అసాధారణ ఴయకుు లు 
జతుముంచడుం మనుం తరచు చూషుు ుంటాుం. అల ుంటి కోఴకు 
చ ుందినవాడే "నెమలిక ుండ  నరేష్ ", కర ుంనగర్ కు చ ుందిన  
మ మూలు  కుగ్ాా ముం ఇసాల ుంపూర్ లో 01/10/1992 రోజున 
మలలమమ,లిుంగయయ దుంపతేలకు  జతుముంచాడె . ఆ రోజున 
వారికి త లియదు అతడె ఉననత సాా యికి వెళతాడతు, తమ 

కుట ుంబాతుకి ేరు పరతిశటలు తీషుక సాు డతు.  
 ేదవాడిగ్ా పుటటడుం తపుుకాదు, కాతు ేదవాడిగ్ా తృో ఴడుం తపుు అనే 
సిదాద ుంతాతున నమ్మమ చిననతనుం నుుండి ఉననత ఆవయ లతో,కామశిక్షణ పట ట దల 
కలిగి్ తురుంతరుం వమా్ముంచేవాడె. కటిక ేదరికుంలో ఉననపుటికి చదుఴును 
ఏమ తరుం తురలక్షయుం చేయకుుండా, ఎలుంటి ఴయషనాలకు తాఴు ఇఴవకుుండా చదువే 
ముఖ్యమనేవాడె, తను చదివినది మ మూలు పరభుతవ తృాఠశాలలో 
అయినపుటికీ  అతేు ుతుమ మ రుులతో ముండలసాా యిలో పరతిభను కనబరచి 
ేదరికుం చదుఴుకు ఆటుంకుం కాదతు తురౄిుంచాడె. అతేయననత పరమ ణాలతో 
కడిన రాజీవ్  గ్ాుంధీ  వివవవిదాయలయుంలో క లఴు తృ ుందగలిగ్ాడె.  
 తాను ఴచిచుంది మ ములు తృాఠశాల నుుండి అయినపుటికీ, తన 
చుటృట  ఉననవారు తనకుంటే విదయలో మెరుగుగ్ా ఉనాన కాతూ ఏనాడె అధ ైరయ 
పడక, ఆతమవిశావషుంతో చదుఴును క నసాగి్ుంచాడె. ఆరాికుంగ్ా ఎతున 
ఇబబుందులుననపుటిక ీ ఎకుడా వెనకడెగువేయకుుండా, తన మోము  ై
చిరునఴువను చ రగతూయకుుండా తన చుటృట  ఉనన వాళలకి ఆదరశతృార యుంగ్ా 
తులిచాడె. వమా్ముంచడుంలోనే ఆనుందాతున వెతికేవాడె.అతతు కృషికి ఫలితుంగ్ా 
ఇుంజతూరిుంగ్ మొదటి షుంఴతసరుంలో 8.91 గాే్డ్ తృాయిుంటల తో  ECE విబాగుంలో 
సాా నాతున తృ ుందాడె, అదే షమయుంలో తన సో దరుడిక ికడ తనతో  తృాట  సీట  
రాఴడుంతో అ అనుందుం రెటిట ుంపు కాగ, వారికి ఆ ఆనుందుం ఎుంతో కాలుం తులుఴలేదు. 
దురదృశటుం అతడితు వెుంటాడిుంది.  
 25/09/2011 రోజున  అతడె  ఈ పరపుంచాతున ఴదిలి కానరాతు అనుంత 
లోకాలకు పయనమయయడె. అతి ినన ఴయషులో మృతేయదేఴత 
(appendicitis రౄపుంలో) ఒడిలో తుదిరుంచాడె. ఈ అకాల మరణుం ఆయన 
కుట ుంబాతుకి, సేనహితేలకు తీరతు విశదాతున మ్మగి్లిచుంది. అతను 
అనుంతలోకాలకు వెళ్ల్లినపుటికీ మ  మనషుసలో ఆయనజఞా పకాలు పదిలుంగ్ానే 
ఉుంటాయి....                                                      
   చేకరాలతు ఆ దేఴుతున తృార రాిషూు .... 

ఇట ల  తూ 
మ్మతర బృుందుం   (Omega-6)  

Feel Proud: IIITian‟s Paper in IEEE 

 We feel very proud to tell you that the research article titled 

―Combined Economic and Emission Dispatch using Intelligent Water 

Drops-Continuous Optimization Algorithm‖, written by Nagalaxmi. P, 

Kranthi Kumar. R, Harish. Y (students) and Mr. Chakravarthi. J (Faculty 

in EE) is selected to be published in the IEEE Transaction.  

 This 

paper presents a 

new optimiza-

tion technique 

IWD-CO to 

solve an optimi-

zation problem Combined Economic and Emission Dispatch (CEED). 

The CEED is a combination of Economic Load Dispatch and Emission 

Dispatch which aims at the minimization of the fuel cost and emission 

cost of generating units while satisfying the load conditions and other 

constraints. The present algorithm is inspired from the natural river dy-

namics. Here the agents are water drops and they are used to find the 

optimal path in the search space. The IWD-CO is used in an efficient 

manner to solve large generating unit power This paper presents a new 

optimization technique IWD-CO to solve an optimization problem Com-

bined Economic and Emission Dispatch (CEED). The CEED is a combi-

nation of Economic Load Dispatch and Emission Dispatch which aims at 

the minimization of the fuel cost and emission cost of generating units 

while satisfying the load conditions and other constraints. The present 

algorithm is inspired from the natural river dynamics. Here the agents 

are water drops and they are used to find the optimal path in the search 

space. The IWD-CO is used in an efficient manner to solve large gener-

ating unit power system. 

(from left) Mr. Chakravarthi. J, Nagalaxmi. 

P, Kranthi Kumar. R, Harish. Y 

 

Image: Amulya Deepthi. K 

Cartoon: Ravi Kumar. A, B083280, 001, ME, E2 
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Why We Quit Too Easily??? 

 This is one of the major problems we are struggling with and 

we have been consistent with that. ―When we start something new, why 

we quit too easily?‖ Starting something new starts with very small 

issues such as learning a new English word/ phrase per day, to talk in 

English from a respective day, to work hard in the new semester, to 

concentrate more on a particular tough subject, etc. to very big issues 

such as organizing an event, starting a new club, conducting activities 

in the classrooms, etc. 

 This has become a major problem and yet remains as it was. I 

too don't have the solutions for those problems but I want to represent 

them in front of you. Let us start with a small example—  

Learning a new English word per day. When we come across 

a seminar given an eminent professor, a student who is very 

fluent in English, or a very good English movie, we go deeper 

in our thoughts and make a strong decision to learn a new Eng-

lish word/ phrase per day. On that day, we will search for a half- 

used book and write a new word that we have come across. The 

very next day, we will be very busy in our daily routine life and it is 

such a busy that we don't even remember what had happened the 

previous day. This goes on for a few days. After that, when we 

come across any incident again, mentioned above, our 6th 

sense gathers the previous information and we will start 

writing all the words at once.  

 There are lot of example as such. We feel embar-

rassed to talk in English in front of others. By mis- take, if we 

take a strong determination to speak in English, our friends start 

laughing and we won't be interested in that. Talking about the academ-

ics, most of us will be pretty confident about ourselves. On the basis of 

the previous semester results, we will be determined to work hard in 

the new sem. In the early days, we will buy new notebooks, pens and 

all the vital accessories. But that enthusiasm doesn't continue later. In 

the same manner, if we feel uncomfortable with a particular subject, we 

will start reading with special interest. Later, we feel bored to learn 

that. We will start a new club or organization with great passion, with 

lot of objectives and rules. But we will not be consistent in continuing 

it. When a class CR announces that classroom activities will be con-

ducted on every Sunday, everybody will feel happy. But that would 

persist only for 2 to 3 weeks. Not more than that. BUT WHY DOES 

THIS HAPPEN? 

 The above examples illustrates how we lose grip on what we 

start. This does apply to the previously established 

clubs such as Quizzes Club and Treasure of 

Knowledge Club. Both took their birth in July 2011 

and initiated with inaugural competitions of "Quiz 

Competition-1" and "Best Programmer of RGUKT". 

But the participation was very less. Out of 2100 sen-

ior students, only 40 turned up for TOKC and the 

class CRs forcibly dragged their fellow friends to 

participate in Quiz-1. Whatever may be the unknown 

reason, Treasure of Knowledge Club is out of sight and the Quizzes 

Club restarted recently. Not only the above mentioned two, even this 

magazine faced the same problem. "The Student" team thought of pub-

lishing the magazine every month. July's edition is good. The next 

edition took 2 months and this edition took 4 months, thus violating the 

basic rule.  

 What could be the possible reasons for this epidemic disease? 

All of us, even me, feel that the busy academic schedule acts as an 

obstacle for these kind of activities. 5 subjects per semester and an 

additional subject to carry the extra burden.(Although it is optional to 

take additional, in order to satisfy the requirements, we are left with no 

other option). Till E1, we have extra time in the evenings. But now, we 

feel that we don't even have the time to take breath.  

 Addiction to the movies and games (playing in the system) is 

also adding its part as a valuable contribution. Even if we get some 

time to take breath (after undertaking so many breath taking tasks), we 

prefer to watch movies or play games. We like to watch the same 

movie several times and play the same game numer-

ously. 

 In such a busy routine schedule, we don't 

give more preference for participation in extra cur-

ricular activities. Every now and then, the notice 

board gets filled with lots of invitations to join/ 

participate in a particular organization/ activity. 

But we hardly care about it, except to see the time- table, 

WAT/CAT syllabus or any other academic related stuff. This 

lack of enthusiasm and participation has been following us from 

the beginning itself is continuing even now. If there are any credits 

for Extra Academic Activities, then we all should have got remedial in 

EAA. Luckily, we don‘t have that.  If the management tries to award 

credits for EAA, then most of us participate only to earn credits but not 

with our own interest for participation. 

 Taking the example of IITs‘ it is a fact that most of the stu-

dents spend time in organizing different kinds of events other that stud-

ies. There‘s a common saying in IITB, ―Students feel more satisfied 

planning an event at coffee shack rather than attending a lecture.‖ 

Coming to our IIITB, we have to say that ―Students don‘t feel satisfied 

either in organizing an event or attending the lectures.‖ In the July‘s 

edition, I have mentioned in the article “Where are We” saying that  

 “…I don't know how, but somehow from the beginning of 3rd 

semester the thinking capabilities of our friends are developing . Some 

of us might realized the importance of “active student participation” in 

the all round development of an university. They are sowing the seeds 

for the future forests. We can take the Quizzes Club and TOKC 

(Treasure Of Knowledge Club) for examples.” 

I might be wrong because I can‘t find any difference between July and 

present. I can't say the reason that the number of courses we have un-

dertaken in the E1-Sem3 are just three and we have got more time to 

spend on Extra Academic Activities. 

 Don‘t think that “...he started somewhere 

saying that we quit easily and why is he diverting the 

topic to extra academic activities?” I already told 

you that I don‘t know the answers for the given ques-

tions, but I am just stressing that “If we don’t even 

show the proper discipline to continue learning a 

single word  per day, to show interest on a particular 

subject, how can we participate actively in the EAA such as organizing 

a new club, organizing an event?” It is already announced that Science 

Fair is going to be held in July, let us see how many students will turn 

up to take part in organizing it and how far it will be successful. Let‘s 

hope for the best. 

— M. Raja Harish Kumar, B083290, 102, ECE, E2 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 
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Right now we are studying in a prestigious univer-

sity with all the facilities readily available. But did we ever 

think of this question, 

 ―Do all the children get an opportunity to study like 

us? If not a chance in a very high class institute, at least in a  

normal school? Are they getting proper education?‖ 

 If we think about it, finally our answer, from various 

rigorous ponderings, would converge to “NO”. Most of the de-

veloped nations have a literacy percent of 100%.(Do we know 

this?) India, being a nation, which is still said to be developing 

(not developed) has a chance of getting developed by 

increasing literacy rate. Then why can't we contribute 

something to make our nation (soil which gives us all 

that it can give) developed? 

 Look at the children of the labour in our con-

struction site. Let's put ourselves in their shoes and think 

of it. 

 Do we have an answer for these questions: 

 Did we ever think how pathetic their situation 

is? Why are they not studying like we do? Did these 

innocent kids commit any mistake that keeps them away 

from studying? If your answer for the last question is 

NO, then go on reading... 

 To climb a tree, we have to start from the bottom 

(roots). To construct a building, we have to start from the base 

(foundation). To study, we have to start from the alphabet. Fi-

nally, to do anything, we have to start right from the basics. 

 So, to do something for this children—  who don't even 

know the pathetic situation in which they are— lets join our 

hands together and help them get educated. 

 With this motive, The Child Education Program has 

been initiated. The idea has come among  many of our own stu-

dents, who were moved by the scenario. They have taken it to 

faculty's attention, who graciously accepted the idea and have 

given all the support they could give. 

 So, if we think that we need to contribute something 

for these children, if we think that we need to offer something to 

make them responsible citizens, then we have to participate in 

this program (teaching them right from the basics/alphabet). If 

you are ready for that, then join this program along with us. 

 Initially, 61 children who are working in the construc-

tion site are taken into this programme. Later, due to the migra-

tion of their parents, nearly 30 students have gone out. So there 

are 30 to 35 children remaining who are looking forward to the 

helping hand right now. 

 When this program was started, all the students have 

participated in it very actively. But now it can be seen that, the 

interest which was present in the students at the beginning, is 

declining  gradually. The reasons are unknown and many. But 

can't we just tackle them and come out of them? 

 All that we are trying to say is “A helping hand is bet-

ter than speaking mouth.” 

 Can't we make them read and write just by spending 

one hour in a day for them when we have enough of knowledge 

and time to do it? Why can't 5000 students all together can't 

make just 30 students study? Just think about it. 

 To make our nation a developed one, let's get started 

with our small domain”. 
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Children from Child Education Programme along with the Director 



 It has became practice in the IIITB to start the semes-

ters slowly and end them in a very rapid manner. This fever has 

commenced since the starting of Engineering- I. In those days, 

there is proper reason to say for the slow starts. I found the two 

paradigms for them. The first being exposed to the new engi-

neering subjects. The other being the 

unavailability of new faculty members. 

Although the content was uploaded in 

time, due to the above mentioned rea-

sons, we had a very slow start. Due to 

this, we lacked pace in the middle. Dur-

ing the end, the syllabus competed with 

the aero planes. Still, we managed to cov-

er only 60% of the syllabus. Due to the lack of lab equipments, 

we didn't even cover the labs in the first two semesters and I 

don't know whether it helped us or not. E-1 had some reasons to 

say for the delayed, slow start. But what happened for Engineer-

ing-2??? 

 The previous semester's statistics (displayed in the next 

page) reveal us the fact that the modules covered for CAT-I are 

very less compared with that of the others. This doesn't stick to 

a particular branch. Every branch followed the same pattern. 

We are following such an academic calendar which optimized 

the number of holidays and we too, working with rigorous effort 

to learn as much as possible. But why can't we complete a par-

ticular course in the respective semester?  

 Back in the analysis, the number of modules covered 

are very less for the first CAT. There are some considerable and 

reasonable reasons for this. They include registration for the 

new semester, shuffling of the classes, late uploading of mod-

ules, absence of faculty, students being homesick, etc. Taking 

all these reasons into account, the first month of a new semester 

completes in a bewildered manner. Thus less number of mod-

ules will be covered. But, coming to the second month, it even 

runs slowly, with the same pace that of the first, although there 

will not be any disturbances. If we think that there are certain 

problems regarding the initiation, why can't we gain momentum 

in the middle? In the third and last month, slowly and unknow-

ingly, the momentum gains. If we consider the definition of 

momentum, mass will be constant but velocity increases rapid-

ly. This may be due to the hurry to complete the course syllabus 

as much as possible. I don't know whether the best of two (2 

CATs out of 3) is a boon or ......Due to that, knowingly or un-

knowingly, we don't care much about any one of the first two 

CATs. We try to give our best in the third CAT hoping that the 

same pace continues. The number of modules almost doubles 

for the third CAT. 

 In the early days of a semester, laboratory experiments 

will be started lazily. They too lack the momentum in the mid-

dle due to the lack of equipments but gains acceleration in the 

end. In this duration itself, we have to write the observations 

and records (both at the same time) and prepare for the third 

CAT, Laboratory End Semester Exams and the End Semester 

Exams in that energy gaining period. As a result, stress and 

strain will be applied in significant amounts on our brains. 

 In all these three and half months, we couldn't even 

complete the course on a particular subject. If we complete a 

course luckily, it will be in a haphazard way. Lot of modules 

will be left out. These skipped modules play a vital role in the 

forthcoming semester. Taking the example of Electronics and 

Communications Engineering, the total number of modules cov-

ered in Introduction to Electronics (EC2101), Network Analysis 

(EC2102) and Semiconductor Devices (EC2103) are 34, 29 and 

30 out of 37, 40 and 42 modules respectively. If we refer to the 

table provided, almost 53% of the modules of Introduction to 

Electronics,  45% of the modules of Network Theory and 47% 

of the modules of Semiconductor Devices are covered in the last 

month itself. Although these many steps were taken, 9% of In-

troduction to Electronics, 27.5% of Network Theory and 30% of 

semiconductor Devices modules are not covered. All the three 

courses were the pre-requisites for Analog Electronics 

(EC2201), Signals and Systems(EC2202) and Devices Labora-

tory(EC2802) respectively. We take more time to cover basics 

and the same process repeats again and again. 

 To be frank, we, the students, are contributing more  of 

our contribution to this high drama. In the reasons mentioned 

above, the first two, registration and shuffling should not come 

into consideration because it hardly takes 2 days for the registra-

tion and shuffling is not new for us. Even though the skipped 

modules will be uploaded later, we, even I, don't show interest 

in completing them. We are provided with video modules, read-

ing materials (off course not) and reference books, it is our duty 

to complete the course. Even though we know that these 

skipped modules are going to play a vital role in the succeeding 

semesters, we bother least about them. Although we get suffi-

cient time to cover them, we show more interest on the POST 

END SEMESTER EXTRA ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES. The 

two most reasonable reasons are delay in uploading of new 

modules and absence of faculty. As the content is pre-

pared in parallel with the course, the 

uploading of new modules is 

sometimes delayed.  

 However, I don‘t think that 

the above mentioned reasons won‘t 

effect our ―Learning by Doing‖ much. It is 

our duty to complete the particular course in the respective se-

mester. It is in our hands, whether to build ourselves up or… 

— Raja Harish Kumar. M, B083290, 102, ECE, E2 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 
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Branch Courses Offered 
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Courses which has 

pre-requisite in the 

present semester 

ECE 

Introduction to Electronics  37  8 8   15 34   91.8  8.1  Analog Electronics 

Network Theory  40  8 8  13  29  72.5 27.5   Signals and Systems 

Semiconductor Devices  42 8  9  13  30   71.4 28.57   Devices Laboratory 

Matrix Algebra  30 8  10  10  28  93.3  6.7   —  

CSE 

Design of Algorithms 33  9 9 15  33 100  0  — 

Discrete Structures 27  9   9 8 26  96.3   3.7 
Formal Languages and 
Automata Theory 

Introduction to Electronics  37  8 8   15 34   91.8  8.1 
 Switching Circuits and 
Logic Design 

Network Theory  40  8 8  13  29  72.5 27.5  —  

ME 

Transform Calculus  30 7 9  10  28  93.3  6.7  — 

 Kinetics of Machinery 35  6  12  13  31  88.6  11.4  Dynamics of Machinery  

 Thermodynamics 19  7  5  7  19  100  0  Fluid Mechanics 

 Mechanics of Solids 17  6 5 6 17  100  0 — 

 Design of Algorithms 33  9 9 15  33 100  0  — 

MME 

 Thermodynamics 23  6  6  7 20 86.9  13.1  
Mineral Processing and 
Non– ferrous Extractive 
Metallurgy 

 Structure & Property of 
Materials 

40  9 10 16 37 92.5  7.5   Mechanical Metallurgy 

 Physical Metallurgy 28  8 7 5 20 71.4   28.6 — 

Fourier Analysis  & Partial 
Differential Equations 

29  4 11 8 23 79.3   20.7 — 

 Design of Algorithms 33  9 9 15  33 100  0 — 

Chem 

Fluid Mechanics 34  7  10 13  30  88.2 11.8  
Heat Transfer, Introduc-
tion to Software Tools in 
Chemical Engineering 

Chemical Process Calcula-
tions 

32 8 6 18  32  100  0  — 

 Numerical Solutions of 
Ordinary & Partial Differ-
ential Equations 

 33 5 10 13 28 84.8  15.2 — 

 Design of Algorithms 33  9 9 15  33 100  0 — 

 Thermodynamics 26 7 6 13 26  100  0 —  

Civil 

 Surveying 40  8  8  10  28  70  30 — 

 Construction Materials 
and Introduction of Design 

41  8  9(1-25) 11 28  68.2  31.8  — 

 Mechanics of Solids 40  8  8  11  35  87.5  12.5 — 

 Geo Sciences 40  8  11  10  33  82.5  17.5 — 

 Transform Calculus 30  7  9  10  28  93.3  6.7 — 
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 The Waste Material Management project has started on 

10th November, 2011. The objective of this project is to create a 

zero waste management plan for our campus. As we all are liv-

ing in a very consumerist life style, we waste a lot. Our natural 

resources are very limited and we are exploiting them blindly 

and damaging our environment beyond repair and the funny fact 

is that we all know this and yet we ignore it. Our team figured 

out some drastic steps which are to be taken to change the pre-

sent condition. We always think that ―Waste is a misplaced re-

source and an unrecognised wealth‖. But, we can also create 

some good economic opportunity if we can have a proper waste 

management system. So taking all this in to consideration, we  

are proposing a plan for our campus so that we can make our 

campus  clean & green and eco– friendly, free of wastes. 

 This program is not related to any particular batch or 

branch. It involves every person in our campus. The first clean-

ing activity, viz. Campus Cleaning Activity, was done success-

fully with the help of faculty, students and the house– keeping  

staff on 11th November, 2011.. In order to run this program 

efficiently and successfully, every must follow  the rules and 

regulations such as Throwing all the wastes into the dustbins, 

Do not waste food or water, Use minimum number of books or 

pens, etc.  

Sources of wastages in our Campus: 

Mess wastage: 

Academic Wastage: 

 

Fund collection: 

 Suppose each book weigh 350 grams  total books 

weighs 19,372 Kg. Even if we sell 1 Kg books for Rs 3 we get 

around Rs 58,117. By using this amount we can buy dust bins, 

brooms, instruments collection (gloves, tricycle dustbins and 

other cleaning objects) 

Who is involved?  

 Students, NSS volunteers and HRTs, Mentors and Fac-

ulty are involved in this programme. 

Long Term Proposed Solutions: 

To establish Biogas Plant, Vermi Com-

post Unit and Recycling Plant. 

Action plan: 

► All the students and NSS volunteers have to collect the 

garbage and deposit at one dump pit. 

► After product formation, packing, distribution or selling 

► Any alternative method to do recycle. 

Mess Food wastage, water wastage. 

Dormito-

ries 

Damaged cloths, Shoes, Books, Buckets, Plas-

tic wastage(Shampoo/Soap covers & bottles 

etc.) 

Academic Old note books, used pens/refills, wastage from 

labs(wires, chemicals etc.) system package box-

es and plastic wastages. 

Canteen Plastic wastage (snacks covers like lays kur-

kuray, Cool drink bottles, Polythin covers) 

Construc-

tion 

Damaged plastic pipes, unused iron rods, carry 

bags like cement/sand bags. 

Hospital Saline bottles, injections, tablet covers, used 

cotton and all plastic wastages. 

Source One Day One Month One Academ-

ic Year 

From the Stu-

dent's side 

600 Kg 18,000 Kg 1,80,000 Kg 

From the mess 

side 

100 Kg 3,000 Kg 30,000 Kg 

Water wastage 500 L 15,000 L 1,50,000 L 

Source 1 semester 3 semester's 

Book wastage (3 books 

from each student) 

 

18450 

 

55350 

Each student uses 30 pens 

per year, For 6000 

(approx.) students 

 

 1, 80, 000 

 

5,20,000  
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Manage the Waste 

The pile of books which 

were collected as a part of 

Campus Cleaning Activity 

Medicinal Wastes (Plastic) 

beside the hospital 
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Time:-7:30 am, 

We can see on most of the laptops 

―Starting Tor browser....‖ 

―Authenticating to Tor....‖ 

―Connection established....‖ 

 Thereafter he/she can surf the internet unanimously. Though 

RGUKT servers has been protected with proxies, one can easily bypass 

the proxy and can do anything that he/she wanted to do. They can even 

download Gbs of data. On the other hand, when we try to google the 

extra information regarding the subject, we find that, to be precise, the 

response is ―Connecting…‖, ―Connection Timed Out....‖ 

 But with the time things also have been changed. Though it 

is about 8:30 am, we can hardly see 50% of us are in the classrooms. 

Students are questioning themselves, why should I go to the class when 

I can't show my face in facebook, can't tweet in twitter or google for 

something, downloading is too far away. 

 Have you ever thought why are we not getting access to the 

Internet? Of course all of you will do but how many of you 

have the correct answer, here I mentioned correct be-

cause most of us read in news papers that As the insti-

tute have failed to pay the bills to the network provider 

(BSNL), it has stopped broad-band services for the insti-

tute. But that is not true. Because while the faculty and 

the office are getting access to the internet, why don't we? 

 When I consulted the network administrators 

asked about this, I got three interesting points;  

 First one, our broadband speed is 20 Mbps. But it 

is theoretical. In practical we are getting only 6.09 Mbps, too 

far from the theoretical value. If the network administrators 

even switch* it on for the students also, every laptop (assuming 

6000 laptops) in campus gets 1.06Kbps with which you could 

get nothing. And you should have a question after reading all this, if we 

are getting only 6.09 Mbps broad band what the officials are doing? 

Yes I'm coming to that. Though they have complained about it to the 

BSNL (Network provider to our campus), there is no improvement till 

date. And some network providers offering internet for comparably at 

low cost than the BSNL. So they are thinking weather to change the 

provider or not? 

 Number two, consider we are being provided net with that 

speed (1.06Kbps). While somebody is struggling to open Google  

home page, most of the students bypass the proxy and they can down-

load even Mbs of data. Tor gains over proxy and drags most of the data 

from the broadband and it acts as a relay for other networks. So some 

significant works which are has to be done by the office and Network 

Administrators (like updating content to the servers and sending our 

exam files) can't be done in time, which results in significant damage to 

the system. 

 Last but not the least, rather the most important one, is that 

most of us are bypassing the proxies. Network Administrator's are well 

aware of it. Of course, bypassing doesn't mean students are miss using 

internet. But, the administrators think in another way. So they thought 

it is worthless to provide internet. 

 You may think “What the hell is this? How can they decide 

weather we are using or misusing?” I also got the same question and 

when I asked them, Mr. Ravi Teja (Network Administrator) said that 

there is a team appointed by the IIIT-H to reconfigure all the 

servers and proxies in all the three campus-

es, which is currently working 

in our campus. Meanwhile they 

are looking into two alterna-

tives. One is, to provide inter-

net to the students during 

night study hours, as it is 

being done (at present) in 

the other two campuses. 

The other is to provide 

internet to some (say 100) 

laptops, which will be 

accessible to all the stu-

dents in a separate room 

as you have library for the books. Then 

it will be easy for them to look in. 

 And one more problem is manpower. We have only two 

network administrators to look after all the servers and the network in 

the campus. So usually it will take some time to resolve all the prob-

lems. 

 Meanwhile, what we guys have to do? Answer is pretty sim-

ple. We need to make best use of the recourses that we have. If not, I 

don't know what we have to loose in future. So my dear friends, I sug-

gest you all to delete, no ―Shift + Del‖ the TOR browser from your 

hard disks. Of course, I can't assure you that you will get accessed to 

the internet like before. Don't worry friends, soon we will get accessed 

to the internet but for limited hours only… 

 

* There are total five switches for the servers. 2 switches are provided for the faculty mem-

bers and 3 switches are provided for the students. 

 

— Venkata Krishna, B082038, 014, ME, E2 
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INTERNET – ‗MIS‘ USE  

Cartoon: Ravi Kumar. A 
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10 Things To Do Before Graduating From IIIT B 

 

1. Spend at least 3 hours in library. 

2. Visit each and every room in every hostel. 

3. Not going to class at least on one Sunday. 

4. Visit Basar temple. 

5. Watch movie in theatre @ Nizamabad...(on working day) 

6. Sleep peacefully in the class (during class hours...) 

7. Eat upma for at least 3 consecutives weeks. 

8. Get wet intentionally in the rains. 

9. Don‘t watch movies for a week. 

10. Stay without bathing for 14 days in a row. 

MOVIE BOX@ ....!!!TB 

 

Businessman  - Running successfully in 80 classes. 

Bodyguard  -  TERI MERI song was on the lips of  

   the IIITians. 

Don 2   -  Not in lime light. 

Journey   -  Everyone saw it and got good reviews. 

Oh my friend   - Pulled the attention of toppers also........... 

Oosaravalli - average (Only NTR fans Watched it). 

Panja  - Flop , No one cared about it. 

Ra One   - Did not reached to the expectations of  

   IIITians. 

Rajanna  - It was never played on the projectors but 

   reached the IIITians through their laptops. 

Sri Rama Raajyam -    No one bothered about it . 

7th sense  -  Its a big NON-SENSE. 

A Routine Day In IIITB 

(“Leisure Page” contents are just for fun. They are not intended to hurt the feelings of anyone.) 

— K. Shiva Ram Reddy, B092949, 212, E1 

T. Vijay Kumar, B092882, 213, E1 

Ravi Kumar. A, B083280, 001, ME, E2 
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Cartoons: Ravi Kumar. A 



Hello Friends!!! 

 As you know that most of the time, man learns from 

his past experience or understands what he observes. Now, I 

want to describe my experience at IIT Bombay‘s Tech Fest. 

Though it was just a visit, it was too meaningful and made us to 

learn many things which we require as a student. 

 We decided to go to IIT Bombay at least for a small 

visit after being told by the faculty that Tech-fest is going to be 

held in IITB. So that we could get an idea of what a tech fest is 

and how it will be conducted.  

Including me, we were 73 

from our campus. 

 Entering into the 

city of industries is new for 

me and probably for most of 

the students. When we got into the University (IITB), I was 

astonished by seeing the environment of the college— so peace-

ful, so calm, greenery everywhere, tall trees, fountains in the 

garden and a small, beautiful pond. Such a beautiful environ-

ment I have never seen before in any college. At that moment, I 

felt that I should grow as many number of trees as possible in 

our campus. Any how, this is a  small description about the en-

vironment in and around the campus.  

 As soon as we got into the university, we have visited 

the IIT hostels. They were unbelievable with full of comfort, lift 

facilities, a big TV hall in every 

hostel and most importantly, 

cleanliness of the location in each 

and every part. 

 Tech-fest in IIT Bombay 

was sponsored by many national  

and international companies like 

Big Cola, ETON, Hindustan 

Times, etc. 

 We have visited different 

stalls to have a look on their prod-

ucts. Of course, those companies 

installed their stalls to advertise 

their products. Their products, 

which were made utilizing new technology, were very attrac-

tive. The products were more useful and easy to use no matter 

whether they were Electronic, mechanical or agricultural. Each 

and everyone put their full effort to introduce their product and 

explained what they have made.  

 On the second day, most of the time passed in attend-

ing the lectures which were given by different lecturers and 

professors from various parts of the world. I have attended the 

lecture which was given by Prof. David J Griffith on Quantum 

Mechanics and some of my friends attended the lecture of Prof. 

Venkat Raman, who was awarded Nobel Prize in 2011 for Ge-

netics. 

 A little after, we have visited the 'Tech-Connect' which 

was based on full of modern electronics and mechanics, like 

cars, robots, bicycle designs, laptops, violins, pianos and differ-

ent designs of pipes which are based on the principles of 

fluid me- chanics. 

 Then 

we have seen competitions 

among different college/schools, 

who were the    participants of 

Tech-fest. They belong to 

different areas of engineering 

fields like civil, aeronautical, 

electrical,  mechanical, computer science, 

metallurgical, chemical, bio-engineering, etc. Robo 

was one of the competitions which I liked the most. Then 

after, we visited the defense department where there were good 

number of weapons which are used for defense in the present 

day. 

 On the third day of tech 

fest, as usual, the next series of 

lectures were continued. Leaving 

the lecture hall, we started visit-

ing each and every corner of the 

university and we have seen the 

classrooms, laboratories, academ-

ic buildings, placement cell, etc. 

In fact, their infrastructure itself 

represents high quality of educa-

tion. 

 However, the techfest 

ended at night on 8th Jan, 2012 

with full of joy. The people were 

entertained by acrobats, drummers who came from New Zea-

land and Canada.  

 This is all about the tech-fest in IITB from 6th to 8th 

January. The complete tech-fest was organized and managed by 

the students of IITB  and it was successful because of their unity 

and passion to achieve something. 

— Jaweed Akhtar, B082832, 113, ECE, E2 
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IIITB to IITB: A Tech–n-joy Travelogue  

IIITians in IITB 



 

 

 

Manas Maity [M.A., B.Ed., M.Phil. (Ph.D)],  

Department of English. 

 

You  lovers of the English language might enjoy this .  

There is a two-letter word that perhaps has more meanings than any other two-letter word, and that is 'UP.' 

 It's easy to understand UP, meaning toward the sky or at the top of the list, but when we awaken in the 

morning, why do we wake UP? At a  meeting, why does a topic come UP? Why do we speak UP and why are the 

officers UP for election and why is it UP to the secretary  to write UP a report ?  

 We call UP our friends. And we use it to brighten UP a room, polish UP the silver, we warm UP the lefto-

vers and  lean UP the kitchen. We lock UP the house and some guys fix UP the old car. At other times the little word has real spe-

cial meaning. People stir UP  trouble, line UP for tickets, work UP an appetite, and think UP excuses. To be dressed is one thing but 

to be dressed UP is special.  

 And this UP is confusing: A drain must be opened UP because it is stopped UP.  We open UP a store in the morning but 

we close it UP at night.  

 We seem to be pretty mixed UP about UP! To be knowledgeable about the proper uses of UP, look the word UP in the 

dictionary. In a desk-sized dictionary, it takes UP almost 1/4th of the page and can add UP to about thirty definitions. If you 

are UP to  it, you might try building UP a list of the many ways UP is used. It will take UP a lot of your time, but if you don't give 

UP, you may wind UP with a hundred or more. When it threatens to rain, we say it is clouding UP. When the Sun comes, out we say 

it is clearing UP.   

 When it rains, it wets the earth and often messes things UP. When it doesn't rain for awhile, things dry UP. One could go 

on and on, but I'll wrap it UP, for now my time is UP, so... Time to shut UP!!! 

Oh...one more thing:   

What is the first thing you do in the morning & the last thing you do at night? U-P  

→You  Think English is Easy???  

Can you  read these right the first time? 

1)  The bandage was wound around the  wound. 

2) The farm was used to produce  produce. 

3) The dump was so full that it had to refuse more refuse. 

4) We must polish  the Polish furniture. 

5) He could lead if he would get the lead out.  

6) The soldier decided to desert his dessert in the desert.  

7) Since there is no time like the present, he thought it was time 

to present the present .   

8) A bass was  painted on the head of the bass  drum. 

9) When shot at, the dove  dove  into the bushes. 

10) I did not object to the object. 

11) The insurance was invalid for the invalid.  
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I am Confused... 

Shut Up 



12)  There was a row  among the oarsmen about how to row .  

13)  They were too close to the door to close it.   

14)  The buck does funny things when the does are present.   

15)  A seamstress and a sewer   fell  down into a sewer line.   

16)  To help with planting, the farmer taught his sow to sow.  

17)  The wind was  too strong to wind the  sail.   

18)  Upon seeing the tear in the painting I shed a tear.   

19)  I had to subject the subject to a series of tests.  

20)  How can I intimate this to my most  intimate  friend?  

Let's Face It: 

 English is a crazy language. There is no egg in eggplant, nor ham in hamburger; neither apple nor pine in pineapple. Eng-

lish muffins weren't invented in England or French fries in France. Sweetmeats are candies while sweetbreads, which aren't sweet, 

are meat. We take English for granted. But if we explore its paradoxes, we find that quicksand can work slowly, boxing rings are 

square and a guinea pig is neither from Guinea nor is it a pig. 

 And why is it that writers write but fingers don't fing, grocers don't groce and hammers don't ham? If the plural of tooth is 

teeth, why isn't the plural of booth, beeth? One goose, 2 geese. So one moose, 2 meese? One index, 2 indices?  Doesn't it seem crazy 

that you can make amends but not one amend? If you have a bunch of odds and ends and get rid of all but one of them, what do you 

call it? 

 If teachers taught, why didn't preachers praught? If a vegetarian eats vegetables, what does a humanitarian eat? Sometimes 

I think all the English speakers should be committed to an asylum for the verbally insane. In what language do people recite at a 

play and play at a recital? Ship by truck and send cargo by ship? Have noses that run and feet that smell?  

 How can a slim chance and a fat chance be the same, while a wise man and a wise guy are  opposites? You have to marvel 

at the unique lunacy of a language in which your house can burn up as it burns down, in which you fill in a form by filling it out and 

in which, an alarm goes off by going on. 

 English was invented by people, not computers, and it reflects the creativity of the human race, which, of course, is not a 

race at all. That is why, when the stars are out, they are  visible, but when the lights are out, they are invisible.  

PS. - Why doesn't 'Buick' rhyme with 'quick'? 
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Fill in the blanks using the words given below and enjoy the jokes. 

(trying, telling, drowning, chewing, flying, using, waiting, looking, giving) 

> The police are ..........in for a man with one eye called Smith. 

>> What's his other eye called? 

 

> Tell the passengers that I have both good news and bad news for 

them. 

>> What's the good news? 

> We are......ing in perfect weather and we are making excellent time. 

>> And what the bad news? 

>We' re lost. 

 

(It's Paul's first day at his new school.) 

>> Excuse me, young man, are you ........ing gum? 

> No, sir. I'm Paul Welsh. 

 

(Two sisters are in bed together.) 

> Are you asleep? 

>> I am not ....... you 

 

> Come out of the water. Swimming is not allowed here. 

>> But I'm no swimming, officer. I'm .........ing. 

 

> What is the difference between a post box and an elephant? 

>> I don't know. 

>Well, I'm not ........ing you this letter to post. 

 

(A small boy is standing next to an escalator. He is looking at the hand-

rail.) 

> "Is there something wrong?", asks a shop assistant. 

>> No. I'm just .....ing for my chewing gum to come back. 

 

(A man is having a meal in a restuarant) 

> Waiter, this meat is very tough. What is it? 

>> The problem isn't the meat, Sir. You're ........ing to eat the plate. 

 

> Why is your cat looking at me? 

>> Probably because you're ....ing its bowl. 

(Answers: looking, flying, chewing, telling, drowning, giving, waiting, trying, using) 
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Inspiring words By Chethan Bhagat:-  

 Don‘t just have career or academic goals. Set goals to give you a balanced, successful life. I use the word balanced before successful. 

Balanced means ensuring your health, relationships, mental peace are all in good order. There is no point of getting a promotion on the day of your 

breakup. There is no fun in driving a car if your back hurts. Shopping is not enjoyable if your mind is full of tensions. 

 

 "Life is one of those races in nursery school where you have to run with a marble in a spoon kept in your mouth. If the marble falls, there 

is no point coming first. Same is with life where health and relationships are the marble. Your striving is only worth it if there is harmony in your 

life. Else, you may achieve the success, but this spark, this feeling of being excited and alive, will start to die. ………………. 

 

 One thing about nurturing the spark – don‘t take life seriously. Life is not meant to be taken seriously, as we are really temporary here. 

We are like a pre-paid card with limited validity. If we are lucky, we may last another 50 years. And 50 years is just 2,500 weekends. Do we really 

need to get so worked up? ……………. 

 

 It‘s ok, bunk a few classes, scoring low in couple of papers, goof up a few interviews, take leave from work, fall in love, little fights with 

your spouse. We are people, not programmed devices………"  

 

"Don’t be serious, be sincere."!!! 
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Arise, Awake. Stop not till the goals is achieved………… 

 Yes, a very great statement which has reminded time and 

again, the very purpose of human birth. Irrespective of all the obstacles 

that one faces in his/her life, one should always be moving forward to 

achieve the ultimate goal (God).  

 Oh my goodness… What is this, this is all going above my 

head, this is saying something about human birth, God etc…..all are 

bouncers, I can‘t take them. What is the relevance of the above state-

ment to me i.e. a IIIT STUDENT.  

 For a Student, this simply means always be conscious of your 

goal, work with complete dedication to achieve the goal.  

 Goal… For an engineering student, what will be the goal, to 

get a B.Tech degree in 4 years? (Least of all the goals indeed), what is 

big deal in that, one will get it anyway.  

 As a IIIT student, do you think the goal before us is just to 

get a degree? No, Not at all.  

 First of all, how many of us have a goal? Let us say the goal 

of a student is to get a dream job i.e. a very good position of high re-

pute.  

 Are we utilizing our time fruitfully towards achieving the goal?  

 Are we serious about our career; are we serious about our life?  

 Are we, at any point of time, think of our parents who are working 

under the scorching sun, facing all the odds/difficulties for the 

simple reason of making our lives here comfortable?  

 Are we serious about the responsibilities that we have towards our 

dependents?  

 Are we not in a much better position from the point of view of 

resources provided to us for a good education? (Compared to our 

friends elsewhere).  

 Are we using these resources or are we more interested in misus-

ing the resources provided?  

 Are we here to just waste time discussing junk with others and 

spoiling them also?  

 Are we not wasting this precious time of our career by keeping 

ourselves engaged mostly in all non-sense things (movies, chat-

ting (mail/phone) etc)?  

 Are we becoming better day by day, year 

by year or are we degrading ourselves?  

 Are we at least aware of the competition 

that we may face after passing out of B.Tech? 

(Are we preparing enough to face it).  

 Last, but not the least, “Are we cheating ourselves?”.  

 This is for each one of us to answer, Please remember the 

simple fact that Time lost once is lost forever, Utilize the present 

available with you, Plan your time for productive things.  

 You should never face a situation in your life at a later stage 

wherein you start regretting ―If only I would have utilized my stay at 

IIIT, I wouldn‘t be facing all these problems now‖.  

 Remember the ultimate fact that it is we who either make us 

or break us.  

 I sincerely pray and hope that all of you excel in your respec-

tive fields, bring good name to your family, become great citizens of 

our country.  

Finally, let me end with a quote.  

―Learn the ABC of life, Always Be Cheerful, Always Be Careful”.  

 

                        

 Mr. Rakesh Roshan [M.Sc, M.Tech], 

Department of Physics 



» Dolphins, as a matter of protection, 

won't close one of it's eye while sleeping. 

» 1462 types of insects are eaten by hu-

man beings. 

» The tail of peacock is known as Train. 

» There are more than ten billion web 

pages on the Internet. 

» Beethoven, before singing a song, used 

to dip his head in cool water. 

» Even though it is never featured on any 

best-selling list, the Bible still is the 

world‘s best selling book. 

» Till 1909, there is no garage for keeping 

cars in White House. There is only horse 

stud. 

» The clock present on the parliament 

building of British is Westminster Clock. 

Big Ben is the 13 tonne Minutes hand. 

 

 

» Tokyo has had 24 recorded instances of 

people either killed or receiving serious 

skull fractures while bowing to each other 

with the traditional Japanese greeting. 

» Burma is the only country where the 

cars are right hand-driven and driven on 

the right side of the road. 

» When Alexander Graham Bell passed 

away in 1922, every telephone served by 

the Bell system in the USA and Canada 

was silent for one minute 

» Intoxicating liquid, Morphine is named 

after the Greek's god of dreams Morphius. 

» A company in Taiwan makes eating 

plates with wheat, so that we can eat both 

plate as well as food. 

» The content of sugar is more in lemons 

than in strawberries. 

» Portugal, Denmark, San Marino, Vati-

can City, Monaco are the countries in 

Europe which posses only one country as 

neighbor. 

» Picasso could draw before he could 

walk and his first word was the Spanish 

word for pencil. 

» Los Vegas is the city which is seen 

brightly from the atmosphere than any 

other city. 

» All over the world, men commit suicide 

3 times greater than women. But suicide 

attempts are made by women three times 

greater than men. 

» The unemployment percentage in An-

dorra is 0%. 

» If we want to send a 1kg substance in 

spaceship to space, it requires 530 kgs of 

fuel to leave the Earth. 

» Of all the substances, cow milk causes 

more number of allergies in human be-

ings. 

» Peladophobia is the unreasonable fear 

of getting bald head. 

» Till today, 4,000 minerals were discov-

ered, but only 200 are important for us. 

» Los Vegas is the city which is seen 

brightly from the atmosphere than any 

other city. 

» Horror faces can be remembered for 

long time than laughing faces. 
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The length of Great Wall of China is 

equal to the border of Africa. The copulation of Goat and Sheep pro-

duces a new animal called Geep 

The height of Eiffel Tower increases by 

15cm in summer season. 

Rice has more varieties than any other 

fruit or vegetable, nearly 15,000! 

In the pure milk (not mixed with water), 

87% of it contains water only. 
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Indians know the taste of mangoes since 

3,000 years. But the rest of the world 

knew it just 3-4 hundred years back only. 

Oscar committee honoured 

Walt Disney with Oscar 

Award for creating Mickey 

Mouse. 

There are exactly 336 dim-

ples on a regular golf ball. 

— Raja Harish Kumar. M, 102, B083290, ECE, E2 
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IED: A Techno Bomb 

 Now a days it's been so common for the terrorists to 

blast the cities. Here's the one which makes them to do these 

destructions with ease, that is IED (Improvised Explosive De-

vice). As the name suggests, it is purely improvised. We can use 

it without any preparation. Naturally, usage of IEDs is adopted 

by military and defense forces. But, the terrorist groups, who 

owned this technology, aimed at violence. IEDs have become 

more popular in India after their 

usage in the recent blasts at Mum-

bai. The unique feature of this 

device is that, some IEDs cannot 

even be detected by bomb-squads! 

 The technology involved 

in making IEDs is as same as it is 

in fireworks. A highly powerful 

explosive substance is placed in a small box, maybe a small tin 

of coke. It is blasted with the help of a fuse and battery. The spe-

cialty of this device is that, the intensity of explosiveness is ver-

satile. Handling this instrument is quite simple, it can be blasted- 

throwing by a hand, buried into the ground or by placing it in the 

motor vehicles. As a result of these amazing techniques, it is 

named as Improvised. Generally IEDs use chemical TNT (Tri 

Nitro Toluene). They can even make it more worse by adding 

some harmful bacteria, radioactive matter and poisonous sub-

stances. 

 Depending upon our requirement, IEDs can be operated 

in various ways. One form is by the application of pressure and 

they can be controlled from far away places using remote con-

trollers and cellular mobile phones. The intensity of the explo-

sion can be enhanced up to 100 times by adding some exploding 

chemicals. So be careful. 

Cow Compass 

 A German-Czech research team recently analyzed 

Google Earth satellite images of 8,510 cows in more than 300 

herds scattered across six continents and came to a surprising 

conclusion: Cattle consistently align with the magnetic north 

pole just like our magnetic compass does. The satellite took the 

images on different 

days and under 

different condi-

tions to check 

whether the atmos-

phere could influ-

ence their orienta-

tion towards north 

pole but nothing 

worked out. Scien-

tists also deter-

mined that their alignment is completely independent of the en-

vironmental factors like sun, wind and temperature etc. 

 Researchers claimed that this type of peculiar behavior 

caused by magneto-reception (an ability to detect fluctuations in 

earth's magnetic field). Until now, Bats were the only mammals 

to have this and use this internal compass. So from now on, don't 

be confused with directions. Just take a cow along with you! 

Why do we show our teeth when we smile? 

 At last scientists found the reason for our toothy smile. 

It can be traced back to a time when our primate ancestors 

showed their teeth to frighten enemies-behavior still common in 

apes and other mammels. 

 Sometime after the ancestors of humans and chimpan-

zees diverged, around five to seven million years ago,  an im-

portant physiological change occurred: Their large, strong ca-

nine teeth began evolving into the smaller, more flattened ca-

nines, or cuspids, we have now. But scientists disagree over ex-

actly why this happened. Some paleoanthropologists believe that 

the size of canine teeth was a hindrance to 

developing a bigger brain. Others said 

that their change in diet rendered shard 

canines. 

 Now their previously in-

timidating canines are of no use. 

Our ancestors learned to face their 

foes with sticks or rocks. As lan-

guage developed, attention was 

drawn to the mouth during speech. This 

increased focus made facial expressions so 

important, and the smile....teeth and...all was born. 

Telepathy is Possible?! 

 You may idly wish you could hear what others are 

thinking yet write off telepathy as science fiction. But one day, 

the ability to read people‘s minds may not be a talent reserved 

for psychics and the X-Men. A group of neuroscientists at the 

University of California, Berkeley, reported they may have come 

up with a scientific way to read people‘s minds. Led by post-

doctoral researcher Brian Pasley, the scientists have developed a 

method for deciphering the electrical signals in a person‘s brain 

as they listen to words or conversation. Upon figuring out these 

signals, they were then able to use them to recreate the imagined 

speech of the same person. The secret to their method lies in the 

temporal lobe of the brain, which is used in auditory perception. 

When a person hears a word or phrase being spoken, the activity 

that occurs in the temporal lobe also occurs when the person 

imagines that same word or phrase. ―The area that performs a 

cognitive or behavioral function is also activated when you im-

agine that function. For example, let‘s say you raise your right 

arm. Then if you imagine raising your right arm, the same areas 

that were active when you move your arm are working when you 

imagine it.‖  
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Diseased hearts to heal themselves in future 

 It is now planned to improve the self-healing powers of 

the heart with the help of a protein. Scientists from the Max 

Planck Institute have identified a protein which fulfils a central 

task in this reversion process by stimulating the regression of 

individual heart muscle cells into their precursor cells. In order to 

regenerate damaged heart muscle as caused by a heart attack, for 

example, the damaged muscle cells 

must be replaced by new ones. Sim-

pler vertebrates like the salamander, 

adopt a strategy whereby surviving 

healthy heart muscle cells regress 

into an embryonic state. This pro-

cess, which is known as dedifferen-

tiation, produces cells which con-

tain a series of stem cell markers 

and re-attain their cell division ac-

tivity. Thus, new cells are produced which convert, in turn, into 

heart muscle cells. 

 Initially they discovered the molecule which is responsi-

ble for controlling this dedifferentiation of heart muscle cells in 

mammals. At first the scientists noticed the high concentration of 

Oncostatin M in the tissue sam- ples from the hearts of pa-

tients suffering from myocar- dial infarction. It was 

already known that this protein is responsible 

for the dedifferentiation of different cell 

types, among other things. The re-

searchers therefore treated culti-

vated heart muscle cells with oncostatin 

M in the laboratory and were then able to 

trace the regression of the cells live under the micro-

scope. Based on certain changes in the cells, they were able 

to see that almost all heart muscle cells had been dedifferentiated 

within six days of treatment with oncostatin M. This should be 

understood as an indicator that these cells had been switched to a 

repair mode. 

Roll over Einstein: Law of physics challenged 

 One of the very pillars of physics and Einstein's theory 

of relativity— that nothing can go faster than the speed of 

light— was rocked  by new findings from one of the world's 

foremost laboratories. 

European researchers 

claimed that the subatom-

ic particle called neutrino 

which has almost no 

mass moving faster than 

the light. According to 

Einstein's Special theory 

of relativity going faster 

than light is not supposed 

to happen. It is ―a revolutionary discovery if confirmed‖, said 

Alan Kostelecky, who has worked on this concept for a quarter 

of a century. 

 France's National Institute for Nuclear and Particle 

Physics Research collaborated with Italy's Gran Sasso National 

Laboratory on the experiment at CERN. CERN reported that a 

neutrino beam fired from a particle accelerator near Geneva to 

a lab 454 miles (730 kilometers) away in Italy traveled 60 na-

noseconds faster than the speed of light. Scientists calculated 

the margin of error at just 10 nanoseconds. (A nanosecond is 

one-billionth of a second). If it is confirmed many of our laws 

of physics would go wrong. 

Because of it's major implica-

tions on physics, the research-

ers spent months checking and 

rechecking their results to make 

sure there were no flaws in the 

experiment. 

Smallest Electronic Chip 

 Our life in RGUKT is unimaginable without electronic gadgets. Starting from a smart phone to LAN, laptops and a lot 

more, we live and move in an electronic world. So let us know something about it.. 

 Do u know what is the major challenge that the software professionals are facing in the design of 

a computer which we all use? 

 It is to control the ever increasing amount of heat produced  by integrated circuits. The wires in an 

electronic circuit interact with one another when packed so tightly together. Surprisingly, a scientist found 

that the effect of one on the other can be either positive or negative. This means that a current in one wire 

can produce a current in the other one that is either in the same or the opposite direction. This suggests a need to revise our under-

standing of how even the simplest electronic circuits behave at the nanoscale. Recently a team of scientists, led by Guillaume Ger-

vais from McGill's Physics Department and Mike Lilly from Sandia National Laboratories, has engineered one of the world's small-

est electronic circuits. It is formed by two wires separated by only about 150 atoms or 15 nanometers. This discovery could help to 

solve the major challenge of heat produced by the integrated circuits thereby increasing the efficiency of electronic circuits. Isn‘t it a 

good news for gadget lovers! 
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 This article is about world's third richest man Warren 

Buffet, who had donated $31 billion to charity. Don‘t get 

shocked. Just think, how pure and broad his heart is. I insist 

you all to take him as an  inspiration and help poor whenever 

you have an opportunity to do (of course, you will do that 

regularly in our campus). I will present some interesting as-

pects of his life. Read and Enjoy!! 

► He bought his first share at age 11 and he now regrets that 

he started too late. 

► Things were cheap that time.  

► Encourage yourself to invest early. 

► He bought a small farm at age 14 with savings from deliv-

ering newspapers. 

► One could have bought many things with little savings. 

► Start some kind of business with your savings. 

► He still lives in the same 3-bedroom house in mid-town 

Omaha, that he bought after he got married 50 years ago, He 

says that he has everything he needs in that house. His house 

does not have a wall or a fence. 

► Don't buy more than what you “REALLY NEED” and 

encourage your friends to do and                              

think the same. 

 

 

 

 

 

► He drives his own car everywhere and does not have a 

driver or security guards around him. 

► You are what you are. 

► He never travels by private jet, although he owns the 

world's largest private jet company 

► Always think how you can accomplish things economi-

cally. 

► His company, Berkshire Hathaway, owns 63 companies. 

He writes only one letter each year to the CEO's of these com-

panies, giving them goals for the year. He never holds meet-

ings or calls them on a regular basis. 

► Assign the right people to the right job. 

► Warren Buffet does not carry neither a cell phone nor pos-

ses a computer on his desk.  

►Bill Gates, the world's second richest person, met him 5 

years ago. Bill Gates did not think he had anything in common 

with Warren Buffet. So he had scheduled his meeting only for 

half an hour. But, the meeting lasted for ten hours and Bill 

Gates became a devotee of  Warren Buffet. 

His advice to young people :- 

► ―Stay away from credit cards (Bank loans) and invest in 

yourself and Remember.‖ 

 Money doesn't create man but it is man who created mon-

ey. 

 Live your life as simple as you are. 

 Don't do what others say, just listen to them, but do what 

you feel good. 

 Don't waste your money on unnecessary things, just 

spend on them who really are in need. 

 After all, it's your life. Why do you give chance to others 

to rule your life? 

 So, my friends. We, the students of IIIT-B should 

take him as an inspiration and try to be like him. At the end, 

it's not about money, its only the man who is in everyone's 

heart. Going by stats and surveys of magazines he may not be 

the richest person in the world. But going by the hearts of the 

people he is surely the richest. 

 So just think , it's Man Or Money ..... !!!!! 

— Talla Vijay Kumar, B092882, 213, E1 
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 If I ask you “Which is the biggest problem that India 

is facing?”, then many of  you may answer poverty, corruption, 

unemployment, inflation, illiteracy, etc. But I'd like to say that, 

other than these problems, there is another great problem which 

is the core reason for all the above mentioned problems. That is 

“The exploitation of Indian wealth by Foreign Companies” 

 Yes it's true! This is the biggest problem India is fac-

ing. Let's see how.  

 There are almost 5000 foreign companies running their 

business flawlessly in India. Some of them had directly estab-

lished their branches in India. (Ex:- Coca-Cola, Johnson & 

Johnson, Hindustan Lever Ltd, etc.) and some of 

them had collaborated with some Indian 

companies (Ex:- Maruti-Suzuki, Hero-

Honda, Ashok-Leyland). 

 These companies manufacture 

wide variety of products like soaps, shampoos, 

clothes, cosmetics, soft drinks, tobacco products, dairy prod-

ucts...etc. One company can manufacture many kinds of prod-

ucts. And the name of that  product need not to be same as that 

of company. 

 For example Coca-cola company manufactures many 

soft drinks like Thumps Up, Pepsi, Maaza, Sprite, etc. Whatso-

ever, all these companies aim to sell their products in India and 

earn profits and with that, they develop their own countries. 

 As an example, consider ―Hindustan Lever Ltd.‖ This 

is the biggest foreign company in India. By name, it appears to 

be an Indian company. But in reality, it's not. It's original name 

is ―Unilever company‖ It is a foreign company owned by ty-

coons belonging to Britian & Holland. It manufactures wide 

variety of products. It was established in India 65 years ago. 

The initial paid-up capital (investment) to establish this compa-

ny was only 33 lakhs. But you may be astounded to know that it 

earned a profit of 14,750 crores of rupees till date. 

 So, on an average they incurred a profit of 225 crores 

per annum. All these money is being transferred to their own 

countries and used for their development. Remember that these 

statistics are acknowledged officially. But the original amount 

(unofficial) is very far from our estimation. 

 This is the case with one company. Try to imagine the 

impact of 5000 more companies of this kind. It is estimated that, 

on an average, 12,00,000 crores of rupees were being trans-

ferred from India to foreign countries per annum as a part of this 

egoistic business (where earning products is the only agenda 

rather than attending people's needs).  

 The Prime Minister, CM's, MP's, MLA's and other elite 

community of India are well familiar with this unsporting busi-

ness system. But nobody dares to change the system. Because it 

is they who grant permission for foreign companies to establish 

their branches here so that they (politicians) may be blessed 

with some gifts (bribe). 

 We frequently listen to the news like ―PM or CM is 

going for a foreign visit for few days‖. Can you guess why ?? 

They go there not for recreation or relaxation. They go there to 

invite some more foreign companies to initialize their branches 

in India or in any state which he/she is representing to. So, if the 

deal is done with a foreign company, then the company owners 

has to pay some hundreds of crores of rupees as bribe to these 

so called officials in order to grant permission. So, whenever 

they (politicians) feel that there is a shortage of money in the 

treasury, then they'll plan for a foreign visit. 

WHAT IS THE GOVERNMENT DOING ?? 

When asked ―Why do you allow foreigners to establish their 

companies in  India ?‖, the government confidently puts for-

ward the following justifications:- 

1) Country will be benefited with huge amount of investments 

and profits. 

2) The advent of new technology takes place with advent of 

foreign companies. 

3) India's exports increase (because manufacturing increases) 

implies India's business in the world-market increases.  

Are all these justifications true ?? 

 No, not at all. Not even a single justification is true. 

The statistics of the past few years tells us some different facts. 

Let's see them. Let me also prove one by one how these justifi-

cations are in contrary to the reality. 

The First :- 

 Developed countries like US,UK are facing a lot of 

financial problems in their countries due to lack of investments. 

Because the loans given to the people were not repaid. They are 

trapped in the hands of people. As a result, banks were closed. 

Consequently, companies are closed (because companies save 

their money in banks). So, when they face such financial crisis, 

how can they bring large investments to India? And they'll 

transfer those profit to their countries. So, the first justification 

is proved false. 

The Second:- 

 Government officials claim that latest technology in 

manufacturing can be acquired due to the advent of foreign 

companies. But this is not at all happening. Because, almost all 

the foreign companies which currently exist in India, manufac-

ture products like soaps, shampoos, pastes, powders of all kinds, 

oils, clothes, soft drinks, etc. All these products are zero tech-

nology  (continued in the next page) 
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products i.e., no advanced technology is required to manufac-

ture these products. Most of them are hand-made. Moreover, no 

country is ready to give its latest technology to other countries. 

In the case if it gives, It will be either out-dated or unprofitable. 

So the second justification is also proved wrong. 

The Third:- 

 In 1840's, when there is only one foreign company 

(East India), India used to be  the world leader in business. It 

used to have a share of 33% in the whole world's business mar-

ket. 

 It means out of 100 goods sold in the world, 33 goods 

were manufactured in India itself. That too, exclusively by the 

Indian manufacturers and  using Indian 

technology. But as the number of foreign 

companies increased in India, our (purely 

Indian) share in the world market has 

remarkably decreased.  

What do we infer from above statistics ? 

These tell us that, India's business i.e., India's exports gradually 

decreased as number of foreign companies increased. 

So, third justification is also proved false. 

The Inception: 

 In 1840's, Mughal emperor ―Jahangir‖, for the first 

time granted license for ―East India Company‖, only one com-

pany. And everyone of us 

know what is the aftermath of 

this event (mistake). This led 

to the slavery of India for al-

most 100 years. And India 

became poor. 4,50,000 civilians and 6,32,781 martyrs had to 

sacrifice their lives to regain India's independence. 

Present Situation: 

 Today we have hundreds of Jahangirs‘ and thousands 

of foreign companies. Who knows the same situation may re-

emerge. So, it becomes inevitable for us to accept the fact that 

―India's Independence is still in stake‖. Nobody will fall from 

sky to get us out of this problem. 

 Government officials are never bothered about this 

problem, they are  just obsessed only for money, filling as many 

sacs as possible. It's we, the people of India, who has to quest 

for a solution. This is the right time for us to revolt. 

WHAT CAN WE DO ??? 

 If you buy any product 

like soap, shampoo, cosmet-

ics..etc., the profits will be enjoyed 

by the owner of that corresponding 

foreign company. Because, at pre-

sent in India, almost 85% of the 

products are manufactured in foreign companies only. 

 So, for the next time when you buy any product, check 

whether you know the person who ultimately receives the profit.                  

         I'll exemplify this for you. 

 Suppose you want to buy some vegetables, You have 

two alternatives. One is that you can buy them in a vegetable 

market and second in any super market, say 'Spencers'. If you 

buy in Spencers, the ultimate profit is enjoyed by owner of 

Spencers (who is a foreigner), but if you buy them in market, 

the profit receiver is in front of your eyes. He/she will be an 

Indian. So, eventually your money (though it is small) will be 

used for your own country.  

 Try to know which are the Indian companies, their 

products and try to buy those products only. For example, Baba 

Ramdev is a serious opposer of this 

foreign monopoly in India. So, with 

all his efforts, he established a indus-

try named ―Divya Pharma-

cy‖ (Pathanjali). It manufactures 

different products like soaps, shampoos, oils, health drinks, 

medicines, etc. All the products that satisfy daily needs. These 

are exclusively Indian products. So, try to use these products 

instead of using some foreign products like Lux, Pears, Dove, 

Pantene, Sunsilk, Vivel, Colgate, Close Up, Dettol, Britannia, 

etc. (The list goes on. It is endless) 

 We owe innate responsibility of creating awareness 

among the people who doesn't know these facts. Never consider 

these facts as trivial and never think what you are doing is small 

and negligible. Your contribution may be 0.000.....001%, even 

though it's still important. Every paise worth a lot for our coun-

try. Remember that ―Century starts from one's & two's.‖ 

 If you really love your country and care for its better-

ment, then unveil your commitment by serving your country in 

this way. Try to give your own contribution. Never bother about 

the extent of result. Because, someday when the peak time 

comes, change becomes unstoppable. And after the change hap-

pens and when you realize that you are a small part of it, you 

feel proud of yourself and you really deserve it ! 

 And we, the young blood of India, have a larger re-

sponsibility towards these problems of our country. It‘s high 

time for us to start dedicating some time for our country every-

day. Because 

―Abhi Jiska Khoon Na Khola 

Woh Khoon Nahi Pani Hai ! 

Jo Desh Ke Kaam Na Aaye 

Woh Bekaar Jawani Hai !!‖ 

Preetham Kumar. S, B081086, CSE, E2 
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 The preamble to the Indian constitution says that India 

is a Sovereign, Socialist, Secular, Democratic Republic. Does 

this description/ definition apply in the present era??? 

 We are pretty clear about the fact that India is the larg-

est democratic country in the world. There's no doubt about 

that. Looking at the enormous growth of the population, 

it is very easy to confirm that bread and butter 

task. In the forth coming 2 decades, it is 

going to be the largest populated and 

the largest democratic country in the 

world. Apart from this, did we ever 

thought whether the official name, 

"Republic of India" does make any sense 

compared to that of preamble? 

 The word SOVEREIGN elucidates 

that people have the supreme right to make deci-

sions on internal and external affairs. But, this is 

not happening. The best example to clarify this is 

the Nuclear Weapon Dealing with USA. USA has intervened in 

our external matter and forced us to take the decision. Not only 

USA, many countries such as Pakistan, China, etc have been 

interfering in our internal affairs.  

 The word SOCIALIST explains that wealth should be 

generated socially and should be shared equally by the society. 

There should not be any socio- economic inequalities. At pre-

sent, wealth is generated but not distributed properly in our so-

ciety. There are many scams such as 2G, Commonwealth 

Games, etc. revealing us about the unequal distribution of 

wealth. The government has been sanctioning crores of rupees 

for the welfare of the society but it is all in vain. 

 The word SECULAR makes clear that Indian citizens 

have complete freedom to follow any religion. If that is true, we 

shouldn't have seen many number of religious riots and differ-

ences. There are no equal opportunities for the people belonging 

to different religions because they are differentiated on the basis 

of caste system. Why the people cannot enjoy the same status 

after converting from one religion to other as that of before? 

 The word DEMOCRACY has a broader meaning. 

Democratic Government is that where people enjoy equal politi-

cal rights to elect their representatives. This rather holds good. 

But, we have to say that it is merely a business. A political dra-

ma. The party which distributes/spends more money to/on the 

people is the ruling party, the next holds and so on. Are people's 

preferences based on real knowledge? Political parties are using 

India's poor, illiterate and unprivileged people (who are in large 

proportions) to turn towards them and the rich and privileged 

are using the parties for their own needs. Is this what democracy 

is? 

 The word REPUBLIC states that the head of the state 

is an elected representative. In India, Prime Minister is the 

elected representative elected by the Indian Citizens. But the 

local representatives are completely hereditary. For example, 

the present MLA/MP/Sarpanch's son will be the nominated can-

didate for the next MLA/MP/Sarpanch. By the way, what is the 

use of a representative who is a puppet in the hands of some-

body else? Why does he hold nominal authority in many of 

the decisions? 

 Looking back in the analysis, we should have 

questioned ourselves, "Being the citizens of India, 

did we utilize the opportunity of one- person, one- 

vote, one- value? Does our preferences based on 

real knowledge? Can an ordinary citizen hope 

to win elections without spending a single 

rupee? Have we ever seen overall poling in 

our country above 90%?" 

 Being the educated citizens of India, we have the 

fair chance to change our nation and economy. As a democratic 

republic, we are provided with each and every opportunity to 

elect our rulers based on preferences. The political parties are 

taking the advantage of our nation‘s poor, illiterate and under-

privileged people, who are in large proportion compared to rich 

and privileged. We, the educated citizens, know what is good or 

bad, follow the policy of neutrality. We neither participate in the 

elections nor educate others the importance of choosing the 

right candidate. Until and unless the people don‘t melt for the 

blessings of liquor, currency notes, etc., if we don‘t even respect 

the policy of ONE PERSON, ONE VOTE, ONE VALUE no 

change is going to take place. For the essence of change, every-

one needs to have equal information, basic education, equal 

resources and a lot of commitment from our side. 

 Thus, we must say that we have transformed the pre-

amble  as NON-SOVEREING, NON- SOCIALIST, NON- 

SECULAR, DEMOCRATIC MONARCHY. We, the people/

citizens of India, secured to all our fellow beings Justice, which 

discriminates citizens on the grounds of caste, creed, religion 

and gender; Liberty, which restricts the citizens to freely ex-

press their thoughts and the way they wish to follow their 

thoughts; and such an equality which says that all are not equal 

before law, unequal opportunity for all and discriminations on 

the socio- economic status and fraternity, which separates all 

our fellow beings into inferior and superior. 

 The famous quotation of Democracy given by Abra-

ham Lincoln has been changed from ―Of the People, By the 

People and For the People‖ to ―Of the People, By the People  

and Not for the People.‖ It is our responsibility to change the 

definition back to its original form. Else, India will be the only 

developing country in the next century. 
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 You often hear about fiber-optic cables whenever people talk 

about the telephone system, the cable TV system or the Internet (with 

which you are very familiar). Fiber Optics, the technique of transmit-

ting light through transparent, flexible fibers of glass or plastic which 

are capable of carrying light over long distances ranging from a few 

inches to 160 kms . We can even expect them in less than 0.00015 inch 

diameter. 

What are Fiber Optics Cables?  

Fiber optic cables (optical fibers) are long, thin strands of very pure 

glass about the diameter of a human hair. They are arranged in bundles 

called optical cables. 

If you go for the microscopic view of an Optical Fiber, you will defi-

nitely come across these parts: 

Core - Thin glass center of the fiber through which the light travels. 

Cladding - Outer optical material surround-

ing the core that reflects the light back into 

the core. 

Buffer coating - Plastic coating that protects 

the fiber from damage and moisture. 

They do come in two types: 

 1) Single Mode fibers    

 2) Multi-mode fibers 

 Single mode fibers are designed for the transmission of a 

single ray as a carrier and is used for high-speed signal transmission 

over long distances. They have much smaller cores than multi-mode 

fibers, and they accept light only along the axis of the fibers. 

How does an Optical Fiber Transmit Light? 

 Suppose you want to shine a flashlight beam down a long, 

straight hallway. Just point the beam straight down the hallway -- light 

travels in straight lines, so it is no problem. What if the hallway has a 

bend in it? You could place a mirror at the bend to reflect the light 

beam around the corner. What if the hallway is very winding with mul-

tiple bends? You might line the walls with mirrors and angle the beam 

so that it bounces from side-to-side all along the hallway. This is exact-

ly what happens in an optical fiber. 

The light in a fiber-optic cable travels through the core by constantly 

bouncing from the cladding, following a principle called total internal 

reflection. Because the cladding does not absorb any light from the 

core, the light wave can travel great distances. 

Total Internal Reflection (TIR) 

 When light passes from a medium with an index of refraction 

(m1) to another medium with lower index of refraction (m2), it bends or 

refracts away from an imaginary line perpendicular to the surface. As 

the θ of the beam through m1 becomes greater with respect to the nor-

mal, the refracted light through m2 bends further away from the line. At 

critical angle (θc), the refracted light will not go into m2, but instead 

will travel along the surface between the two media. 

  
    

where n1 and n2 are the indi-

ces of refraction [n1> n2]. 

For Optical-Fibre  θc=90o 

Application of TIR in Optical Fibres 

 In an optical fiber, the light travels through the core (m1, high 

index of refraction) by constantly reflecting from the cladding (m2, 

lower index of refraction). Because the angle of the light is always 

greater than the critical angle. Light reflects from the cladding, no mat-

ter whatever angle the fiber itself gets bent at, even if it's a full circle! 

Fiber-Optic Relay System : 

Fiber-optic relay systems consist of the  

 Transmitter - Produces and encodes the light signals 

 Optical Fiber - Conducts the light signals over a distance 

 Optical Regenerator - May be necessary to boost the light signal (for 

long distances) 

 Optical Receiver - Receives and decodes the light signals 

Transmitter  

The transmitter receives and directs the optical device to turn the light 

"on" and "off" in the correct sequence, thereby generating a light sig-

nal. The transmitter is physically close to the optical fiber and may 

even have a lens to focus the light into the fiber.  The most common 

wavelengths of light signals are 850 nm, 1,300 nm, and 1,550 nm. 

Optical Regenerator  

Some signal loss usually occurs when the light is transmitted through 

the fiber, especially over long distances (about 1 km) such as with un-

dersea cables. Therefore, one or more optical regenerators are spliced 

along the cable to boost the degraded light signals. An optical regener-

ator consists of optical fibers with a special coating (doping). The 

doped portion is "pumped" with a laser. When the degraded signal 

comes into the doped coating, the energy from the laser allows the 

doped molecules to become lasers themselves. The doped molecules 

then emit a new, stronger light signal with the same characteristics as 

the incoming weak light signal. Basically, the regenerator is a laser 

amplifier for the incoming signal. 

Optical Receiver  

The optical receiver grabs the incoming digital light signals, decodes 

them and sends the electrical signal to the other user's computer, TV or 

telephone. The receiver uses a photocell or photodiode to detect the 

light. 

 

— Maruthi Ram, B081067, 214, Chem., E2 
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How  “Fiber Optics”  Work? 



 

 At age 24 he was a bus conductor… 

 Rajini Kanth 

 He didn't even completed his University Education… 

 Bill Gates 

 The one who served in Hotels… 

 Oberai 

 In childhood he stitched shoes… 

 Abraham Lincoln 

 

 

 

 He worked in a petrol bunk… 

 Dheerubhai Ambani 

 Education drop out and initially a key-board player… 

 A. R. Rehman 

 Who didn’t have proper elementary education… 

 Michael Jackson 

 So, do things you love to do. Everybody is blessed 

with some skills. Say “All is Well” and go on. 
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— M. Raghavender, B091656, 003, E1 
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జీవితుం  

ప్రప్ంచాతుి సధ ంచే నా కలలకు లేదఽ సటి  

అణువనఽవున ననఽ ప్రకి్షంచే కష్ా తుి దాటి  

చేరుకునాినఽ , కలల కోలెల అయన RGUKT 

సధ సా  నా గమయాతుి అందర ిహిదయయలనఽ మీటి. 

అంతేతెయౌయతు ఈ జీవితం 

నఽవుఴ రవే తెలల  కగితం  

అందఽలో ప్లుకు విజయయతుక ిసఴగతం  

అదే తూ జీవితాతుకి చెరగతు సంకేతం 

ప్రప్ంచాతుి తటాిలేే సంగీతం  

కమమనైెన  రగంతో    ననఽ    మ మైరించే   ఓ  కోయల 

చిరునవుఴతో ఆహ్వఴతుసఽా ని నా ప్కకకు ర ఇల  

చఽటటా  చఽకకల కోలెలలో లెలవన ఓ లెనెిల 

నా హిదయయతుి తడషతృవు అందమ ైన వీణల 

—Mamatha, B092818, 314, E1 

గమయ బాట మ రిచ గ్ోతిలో పడమ కు  

మనషు మ ట వితుయు ముుందు కెళైు  

మనషు మ రిచ తూఴు మసిలోన కలఴకు  

తేట మలలల  పూల త లుగు బాట!  

ఓటముంటె తూఴు ఓడినట ల గ గ్ాదు  

గె్లుపు దరితు జేరు మలుపు గ్ాద   

అనుభఴుంబు తోడి అనుకుననది గె్లుగు  

తేట మలలల  పూల త లుగు బాట!  

హిుంష తూచకుుండె హిుంసిుంచినా తునున  

ఒదిగి్ యుుండఴలయు ఓరుు తోడ  

ఓరుు హిుంషకుడికి మ రుు కాఴచుచను  

తేట మలలల  పూల త లుగు బాట!  

షవరగ మెకుడెుంది షరవ జగతి లోన  

షవరగ నరకములకు మ రగ మేది  

వాటి మ రగ మేది ఉుండదతు త లుసా  

తేట మలలల  పూల త లుగు బాట!  

Who Is She??? 

 
I love the Peace 

But She Doesn't love it at least a piece 

I love to see her Perfection 

But, She said "My Perfection is not in my  

Hands to change and to get it." 

 

I wandered how she likes injustice 

And how she is Great lover of Violence 

 

I Puzzled How she loves Rowdies. 

I Perplexed How she Encourages Bribe!! 

 

I am surprised by Her Attitude 

And inquired about Her Name, 

 

She Said 

"My Name is Society,The Name of People, 

 

You can't change Me(Society) 

But You can change yourself 

 

You can't me make me perfect 

But You can be a Perfect Man" 

 

Then I realized 

"The Change in "I" is Change in the Society' 

"The Change in the Shortest word can 

Make the Biggest Change in Society" 

 

Expecting Change in Society is Meaningless 

If there is no Change in "I" 

Because 

 

Soc"i"ety itself Says 

"I am Meaningless If there is No "i" with me 

(Society is meaningless)' 

— Mahesh. M, B082281, MME, E2 

 విజయుం  తూదే... 

 

అతుింటా  ఉండె  ముందఽ  

అలయ  ఉంటేనే  మనసఽకు  విందఽ  

 సమయయతుి  విథాచేయక  సద ఴతుయోగ తృ ందఽ  

 సో మరితనాతుకి  ఇక  బందఽ 

కిఴ  చేవేా   ఫయౌతం  తూకే  చెందఽ  

విజయం  తృ ంద   ,  లేయు  చిందఽ  

ఙ్ఞా నం  తృ ందఽ  ఎందఽ అనక  ప్రతి  దాతు  యందఽ  

ఇతరుల ై  ఈర్యప్డక ,  తృో టీప్డె  చదఽవు  

సంధ్ాలందఽ  

మనసఽు  బాధ్లో  ఉంటే  లేయు  ఔషధ్మందఽ  

ప్రయతించతుదే  ఫయౌతం  ఎవరికందఽ  

ఆడటాతుకి  చాడకు   సందఽ - గ ందఽ  

త ందరతృటట  తురణయయలు  వదఽు   ఏ విషయమునందఽ  

జీవితాతుి  సరిద దఽు కో  ఈ  సమయమందఽ.  

—Yakub Pasha, B092711, E1 

-M. Bhiksham, B083039, 112, ECE, E2 

Please leave me 

Art By: Bharathi, B083011, Mech, E2 Art By: Dinesh. A, B091546, 109, E1 
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   "కళ"లు 

ప్ :  కలలు కని కలయం కలలు తుజం చేయ  

 కదయౌరండషర మీరు కదయౌరండషర        "2" 

       నవభారత తురమతగ యువభారత యువశకాిగ  

        కదయౌరండషర మీరు కదయౌరండషర.        "2" 
Welcome my friends... welcome my friends... 

  

చ :   తయౌల తండషర కోరికలనఽ అనియా  ఆశలనఽ    "2" 

        చెలలల మమ ేరమనఽ గురువుల దీలెనెనఽ మద లో  తులుప్ుకొతు  

        కదయౌరండషర మీరు కదయౌరండషర.       "2" 
Welcome my friends... welcome my friends... 

  

     గుండెలోన లక్ష్ాం కళ్ళలోన ధెైరాం  

     చేతిలోన కలము అందఽకో ఫలము  

     కదయౌరండషర మీరు కదయౌరండషర.         "2" 
Welcome my friends... welcome my friends...  

                                                                                        

చ : కలేజి రోజులంటే కరిగితృ యే రోజులతు  "2 " 

      కలలు కనే రోజులనే అనఽకుంటే తృ రతృటే "2"  

      కదయౌరండషర మీరు కదయౌరండషర . 

Welcome my friends... Welcome my friends... 

      

 కలేజీ రోజులంటే కషాప్డే రోజులతూ  

 కలలో కడ గురుా ంచఽకునే రోజుయౌలేనతు "2" 

 కదయౌరండషర మీరు కదయౌరండషర . 

Welcome my friends... Welcome my friends… 

 

 రాగింగులు, గీాగింగ్ లు  ఛేజింగులు లేకుండా "2"  

 లరిింగులు, గీరిింగులు, మయరిింగులు లేకుండ "2" 

 జీవితాతుి చదలయౌర దేళతుి చదలయౌర . 

Welcome my friends... Welcome my friends... 

 

G.Paramathma, B092860, 007, E1  

By Sravanthi, B083123, 001, ME, E2 
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— Jaweed Akhtar, B082832, 113, ECE, E2 



 ఈ విళల విశఴంలో , మన ఇరుకు ప్రప్ంచంలో ప్రతీద  లాతృరం 

అయతృోయంద . ప్ంచభూతాలనఽ అముమకొతు జీవించే మనఽషేలునాిరు. ఈ సమయజంలో 

గయౌతు, రౄతృయ, 5 రౄతృయలకు, 350 రౄతృయలు కడా అముమతేనాిరు. అగిితు, 

కర ంటట తృ యాలనఽ అమమమసఽా నాిరు. భూమి అయతే భూమయతకే భయం వచేేలయ 

అముమతేనాిరు. తదాఴర ర ైతని గుండె గులల  చేసఽా నాిరు. ఆకశం ఎవడబబస మమనో 

దాతుి కడా మయద , మయద  అతు అమమమయడాతుకి వదద ంగ ఉనాిరు.  

 వావసయయతుకి  టిాంద  ేర ైన మనదేశం "రియల్ ఎవేాట్" భూతంలో ఇంకో 

20 ఎళ్ళలో ప్ంట ప్ండషంచడాతుకి భూమమ ఉండదఽ. తదాఴర ఇతర దేళల నఽండష ధానాం 

ఎగుమతేలు చేయయౌు వసఽా ంద  కవచఽే. 

 ఇలయంటి ఈ జీవన విధానంలో మర కక గ ప్ప లాతృరం "విదా". ఇప్ుపడె 

సగం తురుదయాగ యువతనఽ సో మరులుగ తయయరు చేవేదే గ ప్ప లాతృరం. చదఽవునఽ 

కేజీలలోల   టిా  అమమమసఽా నాిరు. చిని లయల డషకి ప్ుసాకల మోత. ఆ ప్ుసాకల అంత 

బరువు కడా ఉండతు లడషకి, లడషకంటే ర టిా ం ైన ప్ుసాకల మోత. ఆటలు 

తెయౌయవు."10వ తరగతి అయతృోయనా బయటి ప్రప్ంచం గురించి ఒకక ముకక 

తెయౌయదఽ. బటిా  విధానమమ, మయరుకలే లతు ప్రధాన ఎజ ండా." లతుకి ఎంత knowledge 

ఉందా అనిద కదఽ! ఎతుి మయరుకలొచాేయనిదే ముఖామనిటటల ంద  నేటి విదాా 

విధానం. కతు! ఇలయంటి తరుణంలో B.Tech విదా, ేద, మధ్ా తరగతి విదాారుు ల 

జీవితకల. అలయంటి ఉనితమ ైన ప్రమయణాలలో కడషన విదానఽ మన గౌరవతూయులలైన 

కీ.ళే. లెై.యస్ రజళేఖరర డషి  గరి ఆధ్ఴరాంలో ముదలవఴడం గ ప్ప విషయం. ఆయనకి 

ఋణప్డష ఉనాిం మనం. చాలయ విళలమ ైన కాంప్స్, ఎకకడ చావన కంసరటక్ష్న్సు బియిౌంగ్ు. 

దీతు దాఴర వీటినఽండష వచేే కలుష్ాతు ఏమి చేయలేము కతు!  

 మన కాంప్స్ యొకక "Clean and Green" మంతార తుి ప్రయోగప్ూరఴకంగ 

చెయయాయౌ. Collegeకు సరిప్డా ముకకలు నాటాయౌ. ఒకటి, ర ండయన అందమ ైన, 

మయనవక ఉలయల సతుి కయౌగించే ఉదాానవనాలనఽ ఏరపటట చెయయాయౌ; బో ధ్కుల విళర ంతి 

కొరకే కవచఽే, Exam preparation కొరకే కవచఽే, విదాారుు ల మయనవక విళర ంతి కొరకే 

కవచఽే.  

 కాంటీన్స నఽండష లెలువడే వారుప్దారు లకు అడెి కటా లేయయయౌ. కాంప్స్ గౌర ండ్ 

లో ఓ మూలన ఒక మ గ "డసా్ బిన్స" ఏరపటట చెయయాయౌ. కాంటీన్స నఽండష లెలువడే వారు 

ప్దారు లతూి ఈ చెతాకుప్పలో చేరే విధ్ంగ చాడాయౌ. లరతుకొకసర ైన వ఼ఴప్ర్సు తో రోడల నఽ 

వుభరంగ ఊడషంచాయౌ. అకకడకకడ  "Use me" అనే డసా్ బిన్స లనఽ చినిలెైన లటితు 

 టాా యౌ. తూటితు ఎకుకవగ విధా చెయాడం వలల  తూరు తులఴ ఉండష మురుగులసనతో తృటట 

దయమలు వ ైఴరవిహ్వరం చేసఽా నాియ. కవున తూటితు విధాచేయకుండా తగిన చరాలు 

తీసఽకోలయౌ. Tapలనఽ సనిటి ధారలయగ వచేే విధ్ంగ చాడాయౌ లేదా Tapలకు rotate 

చేవే ప్దుతి కకుండా " రస్" చేవే ప్దదతి లేదా  ైకి కిరంద కి అనే ప్దదతితో Tapలనఽ 

ఉప్యోగించితే తూటితు కతృడొచఽే. వచేేద  ఎండాకలం కదా!  

 డామ్ లలో store (లరం రోజుల నఽండష) చేవన చెతానఽ sweepers వచిే 

sunday, sunday కలలకా్ట చేవ తీసఽక ఱళళయౌ. లరతుకొకసరి కాంప్స్ ముతాం "Clean and 

Green day"గ  టటా కొతు cleanచెయయాయౌ. రోడెి కిరు ప్రకకల ముకకలనఽ నాటించాయౌ. 

లరతుకొకసరి సయంతరం ప్ూట లతావరణ కలుషాం గురించి 

అవగహన సదసఽులనఽ ఏరపటటచేయయయౌ. 

ఈ చెతాల నఽండష రళ్ళనఽ, మటిా , వమ ంట్, 

ఇటటకలనఽ లేరుచేవ, గుంతలనఽ 

ప్ూడషేలేయయయౌ. 

 "చ తుతో  టరర ల్"! ఇద  తుజం. దీతు మీద విదేళలలో 

కడా ప్రయోగలు  జరుగుతేనాియ. Without రళ్ైళ, మటిా , ఇటటకలు, 

only చెతా, చెదారం, తృల వాక్ట కవర్సు, తృల వాక్ట వసఽా వులు అంతా జమచేవ(టనఽిలలో) ఒక 

గయౌ కడా చ రబడతు రౄమ్ లో ఉంచి 1800°c లేడషచేవేా , అంటే ఇనఽము కరగనంత 

వరకు అందఽలో  తృల వా క్ట అంతా కరిగి దరవరౄప్ంగ మయరుతేంద . దాతుకి గడికటాకుండా 

చేవే క మికల్ు కలప్డం దాఴర  టరర ల్ తయయరు చెయావచఽే.  

విదాయరాి, విదాయరాి విదయ విధానుం : 

కాంప్స్ లో కలుషాతులరణా చరాలు బాగనే ఉనాియ. కతూ! విదాారిు జీవితం డామ్, 

కల స్, డామ్, కల స్, డామ్... ఇలయనే అయతృో తేంద . నేరుేకునే వయసఽులో నేరుేకోకుంటే 

ఇంక ఎ వయసఽులో నేరుేకుంటారు. సమయజం గురించి అవగహన ఉండాయౌ. సమయజం 

లో ఎమి జరుగుతేందయ కుదా తెయౌయడం లేదఽ.దీతు దాఴర selfish"గ తయయరవుతాడె 

విదాారిు.  

 24 గంటలుచద వి 100 కు 100 మయరుకలు తెచఽేకోవటం గ ప్పకదఽ. కర కుా గ 

అతుివిషయయల గురించి తెలుసఽకుంటృ, అతుింటరల  participate చేసాా  6 గంటలు చద వి 

100 మయరుకలు తెచఽేకొనిలడే గ ప్పలడె . ఙ్ఞా నాతుి మయరుకలతో కొలవదఽద , ఙ్ఞా నాతుకి 

మయరుకలు కొలమయనం కదఽ. ఎందఽకంటే 100కు 100 మయరుకలోచేే లడె క లవర? 

100కు 60 వచిేనోడె కడా క లవరే. లడషకి తెయౌవన ఙ్ఞా నం 100 మయరుకల లడషకి 

తెయౌయకతృో వచఽే.  

"Marks is finite knowledge is infinite" 

 అందఽకే లరం లరం మ గ డషబెట్ు కండకా్ట చెయయాయౌ. సమయజంలో జరిగే అతుి 

విషయయల ప్టల  అవగహన కయిౌ యుండాయౌ. 

 మళ్ళళ English Forum కంటినఽా చేవేా  బాగుంటటంద . కతూ! ఇంగీలష్ 

మయటాల లడతులరే వచేే విధ్ంగ చాడాయౌ. లలల నే మంచిగ మయటాల డే విధ్ంగ 

తయయరుచెయయాయౌ. GKనఽ ఒక సబెె కుా గ ప్రిగణ ంచాయౌ. General Knowledge మీద ప్రతి 

విదాారిుకి Grip ఉండే విధ్ంగ చాడాయౌ. Interview skills, communications skills 

 ంచాయౌ, నేరిపంచాయౌ.  

 కాంప్సఽలో "సరసఴతిమయతా" విగరహతుి ప్రతిఴాంచాయౌ. ప్రతి ఆద లరము 

మయనవకనందము, ప్రళంతత, ప్వితరతకొరకు ఎదఽగుతేని వయసఽులో భకాి భావము 

కడా  రుగుతేంద .  

* అుంతా మన ముంచికే అతున మన ముంచికే * 

G.Paramathma, B092860, 007, E1 
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 This is the best scenery which can describe how we pollute the environment. As you can see, it is not at all completely 

dawn and still the sky is covered with the smoke from the industries. It is a very bad news for the environment lovers that the 

claws of pollution don’t even let them take a small a breath in the morning. It is very unfortunate for us to see the Crops and 

Industries at the same place.  
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 Always sticking to the classrooms,  

we are in such a busy routine life that we 

don’t even try to enjoy the beauty of the   

nature. So, try to recognize and have an eye 

feast of these nature’s wonderful creations... 

Photography : Mr. Prashanth Barsingh 

(Faculty in Chemical Engineering) 



The Student 
 Hi Friends!!! I am “The Student”, your friend. I am one of the 

many evaporated ideas developed by the students of IIITB. I took my 

birth in a casual chat between some naughty friends. I am being pub-

lished with a mission to inculcate awareness about everything, to every-

one. The main reason behind my origin is to invite direct articles from 

the students, academic and non– academic staff, so that they could be 

read by many and inspire or change others. Speaking frankly, I am being 

published with a motto to make IIIT‘s more sophisticated than IIT‘s, be-

cause internal campus magazines played a great role in molding them. I 

am different from other campus magazines because I am in a very initial 

stage. It will take some time and space to cover only college issues. 

Hence I was started with general issues. My sincere advice to you is that, 

after going through me, you should not confine yourself to just reading, 

but for the proper implementation of all the ideas. Then I‘ll be very hap-

py. Hope this mission would succeed.  

 

My Objectives:-  

 To plough and extract the already existing creativity among the stu-

dents.  

 To develop analytical, thinking and writing skills. 

 To create research oriented minds. 

 To bring awareness about what‘s going in and around our campus.  

 

My Guidelines for YOU to write articles:-  

 There are no restrictions for writing articles. It is not necessary that 

the articles are related to particular field.  

 Articles related to our campus are given more preference. 

 Articles concerning current issues are given more preference. (Ex.: 

Choosing breadths, Anna Hazare, World Economic Blackout, etc.) 

Current Fields:- 

 Send in your articles, reports, essays, photographs, poetry, car-

toons, short stories, humorous content, paintings or anything else that 

you would like to be portrayed through me to thestudentemaga-

zine@gmail.com. Mail me to the same address if you want to join me. I 

would like to know more about what my readers think and expect from 

me. Please feel free to chip in with your queries, complaints, compli-

ments, suggestions or any other feedback. Write to me at feed-

back.thestudent@gmail.com. Healthy criticism is highly appreciated. 

Pen Out Your Views… 

@ Really it‘s a good idea.  

— A. Sathish Kumar, MME, E2 

@ Magazine is nice. Some articles are very good. Car-

ry On. 

— china.iiitb@gmail.com  

@ The e-magazine is very good and interesting. I like 

the photographs most. 

— sravankumarperka15@gmail.com  

@ The Student is the excellent magazine created by 

RGUKT students. GK, Mathematics, Science & Tech-

nology, Poetry, Humor, etc. are covered in this maga-

zine. Useful messages are given. After reading this 

magazine, we have known many of the things which 

we don‘t know. 

— Manoja Alasyam, CE, E2 

@ I really appreciate you for the idea of student maga-

zine. We will encourage and give hand to move for-

ward this idea. 

— Maheshwari, CSE, E2 

(Your feedback is very valuable for us because the 

destiny of this magazine will depend upon your feed-

back. As internet connection is not available at present, 

please send your feedback to any of our team members 

by consulting them in person. ) 

 

► On Campus 

► Editorial 

► Quick Take 

► Language & Literature 

► Science Updates 

► Technology 

► How Things Work? 

► Mathemagic 

► Silly Point 

► E– Tech 

► Education 

► Leisure Page 

► Environment 

► ‗The Student‘ Art 

► Sports 

► Career & Guidance 

► How It Originated? 

► Miscellaneous 
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